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Our CoreValuesat Work
And speaking of service, I can't neglect to mention sports
columnist Dave Kemmy's rouching tribute to three RWU graduates - all of them former Hawk athletes - who are currently
serving their country on hard tours of active duty in Iraq.
studcms and parents about
On a lighter note, you'll find another of our core values - the
the distinctive fearuresof
RogerWilliams Universiry. cultivation of a lifelong love of learning- reAecred in the work of
Or. Tony Hollingsworrh, chair of rhc Oeparrmcnr of Modern
\V/care forrunare to live
Languages, Philosophy & Classics, whose innovative Digital
in a 1:mdwith more than

Since rhe firsrdays of my
presidencyin 200 I I have
spoken ro fuculry,sraft;

4,000 collegesand
universities.All of us have
librariesand fuculry,
playingfieldsand
1cchnology; bur what
st:parares schools are rhose
fundamcnral beliefs that
consrirurc our "core
values.''

ThosL·valut.:s- likt: love of learning, srudcm-faculry research,
service :md global pcr~pt.:ctivc- arc, in business terms, a brand.
And they art.:a promise. These vahu:s arc somcrhing we believe in
:rnd live by, :ind lhrough which students have an enriched liberal
ans univcrsiry cxpcricnci.:.
During our 2005 Commencement ccn.:mony, our keynote
!,pt.:.ikcr.rnd honorary degree rccipicnr JosC Manuel Durao Barroso,
Pn.:5idenr of rhe European Commission and former Prime Minister
of Portugal (he'5 profiled in rhis issue). advised our graduares that
"if you hold firm ro wh~n you bclicvl.'.in, if you srick ro your goals,
then you can look forward ro a liforirnc of :1chievemenrs."
In rhis is::.ucof 7/Je Bridge, you will sec how our core values arc
rqrn.:5l.'.nredand how rhey arc becoming increasingly part of rhc
f.1bric of a Roger \Xlilliams cduc:nion.
You'll read :i.bom our first annual Community Connections
l.'.\'l.'.lll.in which more 1han 1,300 nt.:w srudcms, upperclassmen,
C1culryand ::.1afTperformed community service projects in one of
1ht.:brgt:sr service projects evo mounred by a Rhode Island school.
On a more profound level, you'll learn abour rhe ways in
which we responded ro rht: devastation wrought by Hurricanes
K.nrina and Rita. Though our communiry's reaction was swifr and
generous, our porcnrial conrriburion extends for beyond rhe
donation of funds and the lending of helping hands. Several
mo111hsbefore rhc hurricanes hit, Roger Williams was already
involved in a lively discussion abour the challenges of rebuilding
afrt.:rdisasters. natural or man made. ar the second annual confert:ncc of our Center for Macro Projects and Diplomacy- also
.1ddrcssed in these pages.

Scholia projecr is almosr as fascinaring as his famous "AJI-Nighr
Readings" of Plato are daunting!

Undergraduares play an inregral role in Tony's projecr - a
rarity at most universities, which rend to save all of their best
assignments for grad srudenrs; bur a common occurrence at Roger
Williams. In our enhanced and expanded Faculty News secrion,
you'll see chat our core value of"collaboration between srudenrs
and faculty in research" is very much alive and well.
Few universities our size have embraced the notion of global
and inrernarional education as ours has. From our association with
the Initiative ro Educate Afghan Women, to bringing rhe first
visitors in 35 years to Iraq, to our program with the Turkish
National Police and srndy abroad, we arc truly learning co bridge

rhe world.
In this issue you'll learn how, through a major stare department grant, nine new Muslim scudents are arrending Roger
\Xlil\iams, joining more than I 20 other international students and
a faculty that is itself more than 15 percem inrernationaJ; and how
the School of Education is raking advantage of the latest in
technology to link fourth-graders in Sweden with local elementary-

school children.
You'llalso read abour Old School aurhor Tobias Wolff, who
came to campus at the culmination of our common freshman

reading experience, and CNN's Soledad O'Brien, who visired
during our Homecoming and Family Weekend; and enjoy, poscHalloween, a piece on alum Jim Oudclson and his culr-classic
horror films.
We've got a !or co be proud of as a University - and the next

chaprer is going ro be rhc besr chaprer.
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Globalization
andthe EndofTradition
What is the interplay between
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EuropeanUnionPresidentBarroso
AddressesRWUGraduates
Jt wa!) 1110\l facing when

Jose

M.rnucl I )u1Jo B,1rrosoascended

the d,1i1, ,H Roger \Villiams.whcre ''k·.1rning ro bridge the

world" i, a c.kflning value rcu:ive

;111 honorary
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Docwr of

Ln\\ degn:c.
1>r1,;
...idcn1

or lhL· Europl'.:111

('.01nmi..,'>il)ll
,1nd former l\irnc
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world events and our reactions

to them/
"Challenges to Preservation:
Globalization and the End ofTradition" was the keynote address
delivered by professor Nezar
AISayyad,who recently spoke at
the RogerWilliams University International Fellows Program.
AISayyadsaid all cultures fear the
loss of values that they believe

vcr::.ialinrernarional decisions,
including support for rhe 2003
invasion of k1q.
Delivering ,he keynore
address to more than 800
graduates, Barroso advised
rhem to hold onro rhcir dreams
and be rrue to rhcir convictions.
"lf you hold firm 10 what
you believe in, if you stick rn
your go:-ds. 1hcn you can look
forward ro a lifetime of
achievements ro :idd rn your
achievement 10d:iy,'' he said.
Barro::.o,who was born in
Li,bon. bcg~m his political
.1e1iviryin his college days, before
[>onug:-d'sCarnarion Revolution
''The strongest memory I
h:wc is of die clt:ar sense of
purpo::.e of my gcncrarion - our
ide:1li::.m,if you like," he said.
"\Ve wan1ed 10 change rhe
world and wanrcd ro do ir fast.''
\Vhilc Barroso concedes that

1
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removing abandoned animals

Jazeera, and their commentary

on the looming apocalypse, underscores the relative positions

of different cultural groups with
different vested interests, poli-

tics, tactics and beliefs. It may
be reasonable to infer then that
the study of endings is more

As the nation rallied last

"Clearly, the popular and
often evangelical anxiety about
endings has gained new importance since the events of 9/1 I,"
he said. "But surprisingly, this is
true not only for American

truths than to any real end in

September ro assist and support
victims of Hurricanes Katrina

the historical sense."

and Rica, che Roger Williams

AISayyadis currently Chair
of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies at UC Berkeley, Ex-

University Hurricane

Christians, but also for non-

is that what one group or na-

tional Association for the Study
of Traditional Environments,and
editor of Traditional Dwellings
and Settlements Review.Profes-

tion may consider hell another

sionally active as both an archi-

matching all donarions

may consider the road to heaven.
But the consistent
thread

tect and planner in the U.S.,
AISayyad has authored and
edited several books, including
ConsumingTradition,Manufacturing Heritage: Global Norms &
UrbanForms(200 I).
Now in its sixth year, the
Roger Williams University Internacional Fellows Program (IFP) is
a multi-disciplinary forum that
brings together mid-career and

faculty, staff and students,
dollar for dollar.
1\!1eanwhile,Service

on the television

to be re-

minded of how 'endings' and
their perception have become
instruments of propaganda in

ecutive Director of the Interna-

senior professionals to explore
"issues and practices of the contemporary built environment.''

BoschFellowship

Katrina

Relief Campaign ensured chat
the campus community's efforts
had maximum impacr.
As of press rime, some
$12,600 had been concribuced,

with the Office of che President
from

next year working and learning as an apprentice/student

donations on behalf of che
University. The Feinstein
Service Learning office col-

lected Wal-Marc gift cards,
prepaid phone cards and

in

core values as a University," said

President Roy J. Nirschel.
"Each of us can and should

strong proficiency in German,''

said professor Anthony Hollingsworth, chair of the department of modern languages, philosophy & classics. "Her
specific program will also rely upon her law degree from
Roger Williams."

JIL.l_l!.J_

Newr A!Soyyod with the Emir ofSharjah in Dubai, UAE.

many of the things chat I have
since I have been here. On
average I only ger about four
hours of sleep a night, since
rhere is so much ro do."

Roger Williams accepted,
on an emergency basis for rhe
semesrer, a few RJ1ode Island
and Massachuserrs residents
who had been studying in New

And wich che help of Dean

nonperishable food items for
distribution. Under the
direction of Associate Dean of
Diversity Jason Pina, rhe
University continues its efforts

"This disaster and che
profound need for help
reinforce the importance of our

the legal department of Bertelsmann Media Worldwide AG.
"This fellowship is extremely competitive and requires

such desrruction. Actually, I
have never seen or experienced

Service allowed srudenrs, sraff,
and faculty "ro garher on a
spiritual level ro recognize the
impact of Hurricane Katrina, as
well as ro count our blessings as
we begin a new academic year.''

regions adjust and mend their
tattered lives.

A

from che city of New Orleans.
"A typical day is around I 5
hours," Desnoyers reporred as
rescue efforts began. "le has also
been around I 00 degrees,
which makes things very
difficult. As for the city, ic is
desrroyed. I have never seen

Orleans. A special Interfaith

Learning coordinaror K.C.
Ferrara organized non-cash

co help families in che affected

manda Mertens.a 2005 Roger Williams law graduate,
was recently awarded the Robert Bosch Foundation
Fellowship to Germany, through which she will spend the

applicants to demonstrate

field as a member of the Humane
Society of che Un iced Scates
Disaster Animal Response Team,

about an end to certain noble

through all these discourses - on
endings, on apocalypse, on
heaven and hell - is that they are
all 'modern' for having been dialecticallyconstructed as a binary.
Triumph is predicated upon the
reciprocal defeat of an 'other:
"One needs merely to turn

,he rdiry of poli,ical liFcslowed
A, Prime 1\lini\t(.T or
hirn down jw,r a bit - obstacles
Porrug.11 .1po-.i1ion he .111ained an.:alw;1ys10 be ex peered, he
in 2002 ,n .1gL 46, following ,I
norcd - ht:did nor ler the
,,, ih .111dillu.-.triou.-.ris.e through
int.:vitab!t.:setback...slow him
th<.:lOuntry'... poli,icd s.y:.1cfft down for long. Before becoming
B.uTO\O ende;1vorcd 10 comply
Porrugal's youngcsr-evcr prime
with ,he ll:flll\ or the European
minisrt:r. Barroso wa.s Secretary of
growth .1nd \t.1bili1y pact.
Stare of Foreign Affairs and
Unflinching in the Lice of
Coopcrarion in 1987, and irs
n.:lc..,.,ion.md public pro1es1, he
MinistL"rof Foreign Affairs in
implcmcrw.:-da progr.1111of
1992. 1n these c:tpacirics, he was
t.'(Onomic ;\U5teriry rnca::.ure::.
the major promorer of rhe
de.,igned to cut Ponugal's
Bicessc Agrcemem rh:u led ro a
bu<lgi.:tdcftcit; comm i rred
rcrnporary armis1icc in Angola's
him ...dr 10 reducing riK size of
civil war. :md was also instrumenthe country'::. bureaucracy;
ra.l in bringing rhe issue of
introduced legislation to reform
indcpcndcncc for Ea.stTimar
pemiom, hcalrh and cducarion;
into the inrernarional political
.md lu::. nor sh icd from conrrospotlight.

competing subject positions;'
AISayyadcontinued.
"Thus, news coverage of
the same incident in the Middle
East by different networks like
CNN, MSNBC, BBC, and Al-

define their civilization.

Christians and in other parts of
the world. The irony, of course,

of April 25, 1974.

complex negotiations between

iv1aling Ebrahimpour

of the

Gabel Ii School of Business, che
University gained an unexpected visiror-in-residence in
marketing professor Ed Srrong
ofTulane Universiry, which has
temporarily closed.
''No commems rhis
September can [avoid] some
reflection on the disaster natural and otherwise - known
as Hurricane Katrina," 1 irschel

said during his Scace of che
Universiry address, a few weeks
after rhe srorm. Turning ro
Srrong, who sar close ro rhe

help in a meaningful way."
One very immediate
example of such assistance was
alum Ron Desnoyers '0 I, '02,

scage, he added, "\Xie welcome
you as a member of the Roger

M.S. '05, who worked in che

Williams communirv.''
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I JIVrRSITYNEWS

Homecomingand FamilyWeekend

CapitalProjectsUpdate

The l.,ni"er~iry communiry
cdebrart:d I lornecoming :rnd

Anyone visiting Roger Williams
cannor help bur be aware of rhe
Brisrol campus' continuing
physical transformation. A new
parking deck for srudenrs has
creared addirional, accessible
parking for faculty and sraff,
and rhe new dining commons/
booksrore project is well
underway.
"We have a beauriful
waterfront campus," said
President Roy J. Nirschel. "Yer,
campus consrruction over rhe
pasr 25 years has creared a
smorgasbord of designs with
lirrle central planning, and does
nor rake advantage of our

Family \X'eekcncl2005 in gr:rnd
"Yk Ouobcr 21-23, wirh
thou\;lllds

or -:.tudents. r.1culry,

alumni and family members
gathering to enjoy a rich and
v,iried p::i.lttrcof events.
I lighliglm included

Friday\ kick-off Ca~ino Nighr.
with 1\lidnight Madncs-.
following 35 crowd" ,;howcd
their R\X/U ,;pirit by cheering
on the winrcr \pons tcim.-.
during :1 night of mu~ic,
dancing. game-", competition-"
.ind prilt'.\. One top at1r:1ction
,1 high-energy "how by
Lucky tht Leprechaun, official

w;1,

m.1\COI

of

h,1\h:1b;dl

the Bo.-.wn Celtics
lC;llll.

Alumni wok on current
ream members in women's
.-.of"rball,men's baseball, men's
:md women's soccer, and men's
lacrosse. In inrercollegiare
acrion, rhi: women's and men's
soccer reams both scored
horni:coming victories :igainsr
New Engbncl College.
Maureen Daly :inclJoseph
Kaye were named Homecoming
Q:1t:cn ~111d
King: mhcr members
or lhc ''royal court" were Scarr
C.1rlson,Jake Cormier, Monica
Dt:Franca, Emilie L1rrivcc,
l\:rer Levesque, Bridger
Rasicor, Brian J. Sullivan and
Sara Joan \Vi Ison.
The Srudcn r Leader
C,11-hcringand Alumni Panel
provided a more serious
forum in which alumni
shared srorics on how
srudcnr leadership
experiences helped rhem
a leer college. In ocher
cvems, Barbara
Roberts, MD, FACC,
director of ,he
\Xlomen's Cardiac
Ccnrer at The Miriam
Hospital. spoke on
heart healrh; while
.1\umnus Timothy

Clorkwisefrom top: Midnight /l1adnessfeatured
"Swoop"and "Luckythe Leprechaun,"official
mascotof the Bostvn Celticsbasketballteam;
HomecomingBall; the 2005 Homecoming Court;
alum Tim Baxter '83, was the Cabel!iSchoolof
BusinessDistinguishedLeaderlecturer;Men's
alumni lacrosseparticipants. Below le.ft:Soledad
O'Brien.
president of strategic marketing
ar Sony Corporation of America,
drew an overAow crowd for his
lccrure on "Embracing Change
ar Sony."
A highlight of rhe weekend
was special guesr Soledad
O'Brien ofCNN's American
Momi11g, who drew an apprcciarive audience Saturday evening.
O'Brien covered the London
terrorism attacks lasr summer;
and in December 2004, she was
on-scene covering the tsunami
disaster. She came ro CNN in
2003 from NBC News where
she had anchored rhe network's
\VeekmdTodaysi nee 1999.
O'Brien spoke on the importance
of cultivating a diverse worldvicw,
"The message of diversity
is rhar all inpurs marrer," she
said. 'Sometimes we don'r wanr
ro hear everybody's voice, bur
rhey still count. Because rhe
truth is, the world is a melring
por already."
O'Brien said diversiry is
especially critical in the news
media, because so many people
rely upon informarion rhey

receive through rhe media ro
form their views and make
everyday social, polirical and
personal decisions and judgments in their lives.
"At the end of rhe day, whar
we do is rell stories through
people," she said. "The goal is ro
cell chose stories in a way that is
as valid and as rrurhful as
possible, and rhe only way ro do
rhar is ro weave as many
disparate voices together as
possible. Ir's berrer sroryrelling,
and ir's better journalism."
After O'Brien's address,
many in the campus community
enjoyed the annual Homecoming & Family Weekend Ball.
A Srudenr Affairs Brunch
on Sunday morning offered a
final opporruniry for alumni,
sraff and friends ro chat before
adjourning to enjoy the alumni
athletic evenrs of the afternoon.
A performance by rhe Bosronbased world-music quarcer
Andromeda ended the weekend
with its inrriguing blend of
erhnic, folk, and classical sryles
with jazz improvisarion.

So during rhe past four
years, rhe University has spenr
nearly $60 million on housing,
academic improvemenrs,
campus recreation and infrasrrucrure. This summer, rhe
facilities and capiral projecr
ream complered anorher hightech classroom in rhe school of
business, as well as major
housing improvements, final
rouches on rhe School of
Archirecrure expansion, and
rechnological upclaring of
various classrooms.

nnd smdent senatorstlS part of the
topping-offceremonyfor rhe new
dining commons/bookstore.Below
left is the new student parking deck.

The campus master
planning committee is being
recreated ro address consrrucrion as well as campus aesthetics, including plantings,
signage, and green space. These
hallmarks of the redesign will
lead roward a more environmenrally sound and pedesrrianfriendly campus.

A new entrance is being
designed, and plans are underway
for developing the waterfront to
enhance borh recrearional and
academic use, and make ir more
accessible m che cam pus
communiry, nored Rjchard D.
Mitchell, rhe Universiry's
executive vice president and
chief opera[ing officer.

MuslimScholarsWelcomedto RWU
oger Williams is participating in an educational
exchange program that promotes
cultural understanding between
young people from Muslim
countries and the United States.
The Partnerships for
Learning Undergraduate Studies
(PLUS) Program was created by
the U.S. Department of State's
Bureau of Educational and
Cultural Affairs to bring
accomplished youth from the
Middle East and North Africa
to the United States to
complete their undergraduate
degrees at U.S. institutions.
The University was
honored to welcome nine PLUS
scholars from four countries -

R

Syria,Jordan, Morocco and India
- chosen for their academic
achievement and leadership
potential, as well as their
diversity of experience. These
students will spend two years at
Roger Williams completing their
undergraduate degrees in social
sciences and humanities.
"In addition, we have
encouraged the students to
complement their academic
work with extracurricular
activities both on campus and
off campus, in the hope that
their experiences will promote
a global perspective among our
own students," said President
Roy J. Nirschel.

The PLUS scholars,
from left to right:Fannn CIJ11ilan,
PnJ'mrk11
Joseph.
Abdelk11der
ldryssy,Ami1111
El /vlousurine.Zoubidn Zinni, Qiug Bin Chm,
PoromnKanya,Mohammed lmran Akbnr, nnd Farnaz1'1ahbub.
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EmergingLeaders
Team DiscussesNew ForensicMaster'sProgram
A ream of Roger Williams psychology experrs recently addressed
rhe American l'sychology-Law Society (APLS) on rhe new Master
of Forensic Psychology program slated to officially srarr in Fall

2006.
Don Whitworth, professor of psychology, along with associa,e
professors of psychology Garrett Berman and Matt Zaitchik,
attended rhe 2005 Al'LS's annual meeting in La Jolla, Calif, where
Zairchik and Berman chaired a discussion on the emerging trend
of Master's-level, specialized training in forensic psychology, and
rhc need co delineate go:ils for such programs and the expected
roles of graduates.
"Specifically, we discussed whether graduarc srudents enrolled
in rhese programs should be trained primarily as researchers or as
practitioners,'' Berman explained. ;<Wealso addressed how
relationships can be developed and fostered wirh outside agencies
ro provide internship and employment oppormniries, as well as
rhe advantages of Masrcr's-level training for srudems aspiring ro
docroral-level training.
"In addition, Dr. Whirworrh spoke on rhe unique challenges
associated with the planning, marketing and implementarion of
J,,1,11!1r,11lrN1r \w,111 80_,m, _1111rll'llt(hr1Jtmc (wtt1,
,11,r/1 Ill.•

\mt \\ i/.-rm,md

t\'n,1111

f,,,ulasl11j,

Rhoclc Island Prt'sidew d,-CE. 0. Kt1thlem Suw,111, Rhode Island Governor Do,udd L Cnrderi,

fwd

1·hc ( ,ollcgl'. I c,1der..,hipRhode bLmd Program rco.:nd~· celebrated
\\ith \l'Vl'r,d C,1bdli ~chool or Bu,incs~
'ilUdl'lll'> ill\ itcd to join thl' pn:,rigiou.., iniLi.uive.
! l',Kkr,hip Rhode \-,Lind \\.\\ c...uh[i..,hcd in 1981, bringing
together l'.\l,1h!i.,hedleader-, to u.lucw.: and cn.:,lle ;1warl·ncss about
1..urn.:11t
i...-.un, .md kn.:r;1gi11grl'L11ion..,hip..,
for the buu:rmcnt oF
thc tommunit~. 1·he org;111i,.1tion\ Emerging l L,1der\ Program
II\ l01llllll'llll'l11Clll

SECCMTestScores

T

he School of Engineering.
Computing and Construction Management
reports an astonishing 81
percent pass rate for the
spring 2005 offering of the
national fundamentals of
engineering (FE) exam surpassing the national
average pass rate of SO
percent for schools with
similar program requirements.
"This is a phenomenal
accomplishment," said Linda
Ann Riley,Ph.D.,associate dean
and professor of engineering.
She explained that Roger
Williams - the smallest of the

6
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state's three schools offering
ABET-accredited engineering
degrees - passed 21 of its general
engineering graduates; more than
either Brown or URI passed.
It was a vindication of
sorts for SECCM, which this
year adopted the "somewhat
controversial" policy requiring
that all general engineering
seniors sit for the FE exam.
The eight-hour, nationally
normed exam is akin to the
professional exams required of
law or medical students. It
covers material from all four
years of engineering study and
is the precursor to the
professional engineer (PE)
licensure and designation, and

involves in-stare college students who have assumed leadership
po:iitions in rheir chosen fields or activities.
''Parricipanrs increase rheir awareness of Rhode Island's mosr
pn.::-,:,ing
i:,sueswhile l:Stablishing relarionships rhar can accelerate their
career growth," said faculty advisor Susan M. Bosco, assistant professor
of management. "Thl'.y make new friends, create meaningful contacts
wirh established leaders and, hopefully, make a difference."

offers a standardized assessment tool allowing accreditation boards to access Roger
Williams' performance against
that of other schools.
"Our decision to require
the exam was controversial
because it is extremely broad in
scope, encompassing engineering, mathematics, sciences,
ethics and more," Riley
explained. "It requires hours of
preparation, and can be used by
external assessors as a quality
metric for engineering programs. In most cases, for
engineering programs across
the country, deans and professors only select the best
students to sit for the exam -

or alternatively, a student may
self-select to participate."
In requiring that all
general engineering students
sit for the exam, SECCM
realized that a comprehensive
FE preparation campaign was
necessary to support
students, and accordingly
offered a 45-hour preparation
course, among other activities. Roger Williams students
beat the national average pass
rate of SOpercent for schools
that require all students to sit
for the exam, and matched
the 81 percent rate for
schools that "cherry-pick"
only its top students to sit.

PromotionsandTenure
In August, President Roy J. Nirschel announced that Dr.Jeffrey
Martin has assumed the role of Interim Provost, and that
Dr. Stephanie Manzi has been appointed Dean of the School
of Justice Studies for the 2005-6 academic yeac In September,
Dr. Sandra B. Schreffler was appointed Dean of the School of
Education. Other promotion and tenure decisions are as follows:
Promoted to Full Professor with tenure: Bruce Marlowe
(SED)
Promoted to Associate Professor with tenure: Susan
Bosco (GSB), luis Carranza (SAAHP). Nermin Kura
(SAAHP), Paul Webb (FCAS), and Jeffrey Jenkins (SJS)
Tenure:)anet Baldwin (SECCM), Stephen O'Shea
(FCAS). and Gerson Goldberg (GSB)
Promoted to Full Professor: Susan Pasquarelli (SEO), Ted
Delaney (FCAS), and Dianne Comiskey (FCAS)
Promoted to Associate Professor: Maria Kula (GSB).
Rachel McCormack (SED), and Alan Canestrari (SEO)
"These forms of recognition reflect a thoughtful evaluation
process which looks at excellence in teaching informed by
research service and scholarship," President Nirschel said. "I
invite the entire University community to join me in extending congratulations to our fine faculty members who have
been so recognized."

rhe new Forensic i\!laster's program here at Roger Williams
University," Berman added.
Berman, as a member of APISs ,\1entorship Commmte. also
presented a paper on methods of connecting young professional.,
in th<: field with established mentors, and sponsored a special
breakfast meeting wirh rhe same goal.

'RealQuestions
About Real
Students'
A recenrly published
book by Roger Williams
education professors
Bruce Marlowe, Ph.D.
and Alan S. Canestrari,
Ed.D., cakes an exciting
new approach ro
educational psychology
by addressing rhe
questions real teachers
ask abour real srudenrs.
The book, Educa-

EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY
inContext

tional Aychologyin
Context: Readingsfor
Fuwre Teachers,was
published in August by SAGE Publications, and includes original
research from both classic and primary source documents, as "ell
as rhe work of conremporary researchers.
"!rs purpose is to provide a stimulating alcernarive to traditional rexrs by helping teachers develop a strong rheorerical and
research-based undersranding of how their srudenrs learn and
develop," Marlowe said. "!rs rhemarically organized research lend"i
itself to classroom discussion and debate, and 'leners from the
field' by practicing classroom teachers create a link berween
research and real classroom issues."
Marlowe is co-aurhor (wirh 1\iarilyn Page) of Crefllmg t111d
Sustai11i11g
the Constructivist Classroom(Corwin Press) and of a
six-part video series entitled, Creming ,he Comn-ucrit•istCl1usroom
(The Video of Journal Education). He is also rhe co-editor (with
Canesrrari) of Edumtional Found11tiom:An Anthology o/Critic11!
Readings(SAGE Publications). He has raughr at the elenH:·ntary.
secondary and Lmiversiry levels, and is currently professor of
educational psychology and special educarion at Roger \X'illiams.
Canestrari is a vereran social srudies pracririoner and associate
professor of educarion ar Roger \X/illiams. He has enjoyed J long
career in public schools and universities as a hisron· reacher.
department chair and adjunct professor.
•
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Landscape
Architecture
in Beijing

BridgesAcross the Atlantic
lll'W intcrn:1tional p:mncr::.hip projt'Cl
hcackd by Dr. Madge
Thombs, .1,,;;i\r:1111 profl's:>or of cducarion, has connecred a
fourd1-gr.1dc cla.)!'Iin Middletown, R.I.. wirh a fourrh-gradc class
in Swt:dcn, u,ing a v:irit:ty of computer tcchnologit.:s.
Thomh-, 11..'.:lllll'.d up wirh L1.:n:1 lvar!'l!'IOll or Mid Sweden
Univl'r,it~· to facilit.uc the link. dubbed Bridge:!>AcrOS.) the
Atl.111tic, in which children cxcl1angl·d both L'-rnail and olclC1..,hiorn:d'\11.1ilmail'' (s11igelpos1
in Swcdi!'lh). po.srcd tO :1 common
wd1\itc .ind 1i:1nicip:11edin vidcoconlcn.:ncc..,. 'TOgcrht:r, rhc cbsscs
coordin.HL'd ...1udic\ in rc.1ding. writing. :-.cience, rn:Hh :rnd soci:i.l
-,rndie,.
"ThL· ,111dc1w,parriciparcd in a number ofactivirics,
induding gr,1phing w1..::uher(b1a u~ing Exo.:I, writing :tbour
(I tor} }11111it·
D01111'05, R,·bnrn lolinci '05, Di: AladgeThombs;Rho& ls/rmd
holitb~,.,, u-.ing Lur-rcncy convcr.:-ion.:-to flgun.: cost~ or ire ms, and
srhoolrmrhcrf),,11111u' R,,illy.m1t! Swulnt's Lena fllarsson.
ll',ing digiul pho1ogr;1pliy 10 r1..:corda rypical school d:1y,"
['homh" L'\pl.1irH_.d.
\'i,1 vid1.:<Ko11!Crcncc,
,;;tudcnr:-.,;;:lllg their rcspt:crivc nario1u! anrhcms, recited rhcir ,tlphabers (the Swedish alphaber has rhrce more
kucr..,), ,rnd pcrformt:d a ...imulca.:,t rendition of''ht::icb, .:,houldcrs, knees and roes" in Swedish, wirh words provided by rhe Swedish
\ludl'lll\.
I hl' children :11...o h.1d an opportunity 10 briefly grccr rhcir individual pen p:1ls and share some of rheir favorirc books and roys.
"Thl' projcu providl'.:- ,1 vibrant ex:1111pleof rhe L'ducarional benefits of a rradirional pen-pal program which rakes full advanrnge of
wd.1y\ tcd111ologie..,,":-.1idChri.:, Hurrgt:n, dirl'crnr of t1..:chnolob')'ar Pinc Poinr School in Sroningron, Conn., who reviewed rhe exchange
for die journ.d t'Sd)()o/ Nt'll'S.
In )u11L', Thomh ...,rnd lv:tr:-.)Ollprc:-.t:n1edrhcir rcsulrs at rhc Narion:tl Educarion Computer Conference (NECC 2005) in Philadelphi.L ...pomored h~, 1hc ln1crna1ion:d Society for~l~chnology in Education (!STE). They were assisted by rwo recent RWU graduares,
Jamil' Doant: .md Rebecca Tolmci. More video confcrt:nCL'Sarc planned for ncxr year, including conferences between rhe future teachers
or l{\X'U .111dtho\e ;I( Mid Swl'dl'n Uniwr~iry.
"I .t.:11.1
lt::llht:.., rl':1ding and wri1 ing p,.:dagogy. which is similar ro rhe !ireracy courses offered for cduG1rion srudenrs ar R\XIU,"
1·1io111h
.....,,,id. "~1udt:11t:- will bt: .1bk rn .:,hare :i.nd comp:i.r1..:reaching merhods and srrarcgies as rhey relate to rhe reaching of reading and
,,riting in th1..:irlOllTHrit:..,."

r\

FacultyTravelGrants
M. Rebecca Leuchak. director of the
Peggyand Marc Spiegel Center for
Global and International Pmgrams,
recently announced the 2005 recipients
of the center's SecondAnnual Faculty
Travel Grants. intended to support
faculty research and student learning
experiences in international studies/
global learning at Roger Williams
University.
Five projects for 2005-2006 were
selected out of a number of outstanding proposals:
• Luis Carranza. Project: Short-Term
Abroad Program Development: Site
Visit for Studio Course on "Cultural
Olympics." Barcelona, Fall 2005.
8
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• W. Brett McKenzie. Paper presentation: "Twenty-Twelvers: Coming of Age in
an Interconnected Digital World." IPSI
BdG Conference. Pescarra, Italy, July
2006.

• Dr. Margaret Thombs. Project:
"Bridges Across the Atlantic: Mid
Sweden University/Roger Williams
University." Guest Lecturer, Sweden,
May 2006.

• Barbara Poole. Paper presentation:
"Jamaican Partner: From Slavery co
Financial Freedom." Conference on
Alternative Perspectives on Finance:
Finance through Psychological, Social, and
Cultural Lenses. Kilkenny, Ireland.August
2005.

"I encourage all faculty members to
speak with their colleagues to learn
more about their work, and to
consider applying themselves in the
next grant cycle, for the 2006-2007
academic year," Leuchak said.

• Minoo Tehrani. Paper presentation:
"World Trade Organization: European
Union and U.S.Trade Disputes." Conference on Managing in a Global Economy
XI. Cape Town, South Africa, June 2005.

This past spring, a Roger Williams
archirecrure professor played an imporrant
role in several large projects in China - and
he's heading back during the Spring 2006
semester to continue his work.
Ron Henderson, visiting assisranr
professor of architecture, was parr of rhe
inaugural-year foculry for a new graduate
program in Landscape Architecture ar
Tsinghua University in Beijing. While in
China, Henderson and his associates
worked in collaborarion wirh rhe Tsinghua
lnsrimre of Archirecrure and Urban
Planning, Branch of Landscape Archirccrure Design; and with environmental arrisr
Bersy Damon.
His current projects include:
• Drafting a landscape masrer plan for
Fuzhou Universiry, a new univcrsiry
campus for 25,000 srudenrs in Fujian
province;
• Working on landscape design for the
Tongzhou Municipal Park in Beijing,
which includes an I I ,h_cenrury pagoda and
rhe remnants of rhe ancient city wall;
• Parriciparing as member of one of
rhe reams competing to design rhe subway
srarion and plaza for rhe 2008 Beijing
Olympics Forest Park.
"The university and municipal park
projects each address ecological warer
qualiry and rrearmenr systems," Henderson
explained. "Ar Fuzhou Universiry, rhe
inrcnr is ro maintain a river and wetland
rhar Flow rhrough the University campus
and rrear the water so rhar ir exits cleaner
than when ir arrived."
Ar Tongzhou, he added, the proposal is
to collect gray warer (i.e., domestic wasrewarer from kirchen appliances, sinks,
showers and laundries, bur nor railers) from
surrounding residenrial high-rises, and use
warer bodies in rhe park ro treat and
"polish" rhe water for re-use.
"Currently, rhe lakes in the park area
are filled wirh rap water," Henderson
noted. "In water-starved Beijing, char's both
excessive and expensive."

~
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Weaver'sCoveEnergyvs.City of Fall River

AnalyzingSri LankanElections

....

A rrio of Roger Williams business professors
explores a highly contentious local issue the insrallarion of a LiqueFied Natural Gas
{LNG) faciliry in Fall River, Mass - in a new
article to be published in the Orgtlnization
Management journal.
An earlier version of this paper - coauthored by Susan Bosco, W. Brett
McKenzie and Kathleen Micken - won ,he
Best Experiential Exercise Award at the
Easrern Academy of Management Annual
Meeting in 2004.

Dr. Yajni Warnapala, assistant professor of mathematics, has completed an extensive study
of the l 994 and 2004 elections in Sri Lanka, analyzing rhc effectiveness of governmenr
atH.:mpts to improve minority reprcsenrarion.
·'tr analyzes how rhc Proportional Represcnrarion, or PR, sysrem has affected minoriry n.:prcscnr:1rion in rhe Sri Lankan p:irliamcnr," \Xl:unap~1laexplained. "When rhe PR
system wa~ introduced, minoriries believed it would undermine their representation.
Furrher, rlh::major polirical parries have pur forward more minority candidates ro prevent
dll.: minority votes from going ro minority candidares. This srudy assesses how rhe 1994
,rnd tht..:2004 elections have held up ro these arguments."
The ,tudy, entitled "Minority Elecroral l'olirics: A Sri Lankan Case Study," will
appear in an upcoming issue of rhe journal of Asian and Aji·ican Studies.
• Ano1hcr of\Xlarnapala's papers. recently accepted for publication in the Far tasr
journal of Applied Mathemalics, will ''look ar how ro solve the exterior Robin problem for
1hc Hdmholrz's equation through a new approach rhar was already successful in solving
tht..:Dirichle1 :ind the Robin problems," she said.

"We use rhe current, comroversial L:S:G
debare as a basis upon which to reach
srudents abour social responsibiliry, stakeholder rheory and economic impacts," Bosco
said. "The method is a classroom debare
where students rake up the roles of ,he
various stakeholders in chis issue and argue for
and against the installarion of ,he faciliry.
"The use of ethical frameworks is
introduced as an element of decisionmaking, as well," she added. "Students enjoy
the projecr, which provides a novel way ro
learn about d1ese very important issues."

J

EFLin Korea
CreativeNonfiction:'The Guinness
Bookof Me'
Simon & ~d1u\tC:r n.:ccntly published
S1c:vc:nChurch\ 7'lJ,,C11i1111ess
Book of
Afr: II Ml'll1oirof"llerord,die Firsr full
book by 1he Ro~a \'villi;-1111::.
visiting
,1,,i\t,11n proll'\\or

of cre.Hivl'. writing.

who "Pe(.i.di,e..,in crt'..llive nonfic1io11.
/'uhlishf'r S \Vt.,tk~ypr:1ised Church's
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'•fierce, muscled prose,'' calling him "a
rigorously observant and emorionally
pt..:rccplivcwriter likely ro stay on readers'
radar.''
''Church explores a childhood lived
bt:rwccn a father and younger brother who
arc each L1.rgerthan life,'' the review
con1inued. "Both hilarious and
he:irrbreaking, The Guinness Book
oj'Nfr ... is more than a memoir;
ir's an engaging homage ro pop
culrure, a powerful look at life's
extremes, and an impressive debur
from a promising young wrirer."
Over the summer, Church had
essays published in The Ruminator
:ind ar Powells.com. Another essay,
"Bright Orange Fear," has been
accepted for publication by rhe
North American Review. In
November 2005, he is slared ro
participare as a featured panelist ac
rhe Nonfiction Now conference in
Iowa Ciry, alongside such prominent nonfiction writers as L1.urcn
Slater, Pico Iyer, Brad L,nd, John
D'Agara, and many others.
''The panel is tided 'Searching
for the Self in Orhers: Internal

Truths and External Influences,"'
Church said. "Ir will explore ways char
contemporary nonfiction writers use
other people, places, and rexes - even
animals - co understand something
about rhe self and about 'selves' in
general."
Church will also read from his new
book and "discuss how pop-culture rexes
and archerypal hero/freak characters can
provide a launching point for imaginative investigations into self, gender, and
interpersonal relationships," he said.

How ,veil are other countries preparing
srudenrs ro thrive in an English-speaking
world' Dong-Hoon "Don" Lee, Ph.D.,
assistant professor at the English Language
lnsrirure of rhe College of Ans and
Sciences, recently addressed the subject ac
an international conference, using Korea as
a case study.
Together with Juyoung Song, a
colleague from Ohio Srare University, Lee
presented a paper entitled, "EFL Academic
Wriring at a Korean Universiry" ar the
39'" Annual TESOL {Teachers of English
ro Speakers of Orher Languages) Convenrion, held in San Anronio, Texas.
Offering a conrexrualized case study of
an EFL (English as a foreign language)
academic writing program at a large, public
university in Korea, Lee said rhey "discussed the goals of the program, rhe roles of
the instructors, rhe expectations of rhe
srudents, and broader implications for the
insrrucrion of academic writing in EFL
contexts.
"English - whether as a First, second,
or foreign language - will continue ro play
a key role in rhis era of globalization," Lee
said. "So it is critical for universities around
the world to prepare their students ro be
competent users of both spoken and
written forms of English."

Investigating
True and FalseConfessions
Melissa B. Russano, assistant professor of
criminal justice, was recently parr of a ream
of researchers investigaring the dynamics of
true and false confessions by criminal
suspects.
"Our primary goal was co develop a
novel experimental paradigm with which ro
study rhe influence of psychologically based
interrogation techniques on rhe likelihood
of true and false confessions,'' Russano
explained.
"In the first demonsrrarion of this
paradigm, we explored the inAuence of rwo
common police interrogation tactics minimization, and an explicit offer of
leniency, or a 'deal,"' she said. "Results

indicared thar guilty persons were more
likely to confess than innocenr persons, and
rhat the use of minimization and rhe offer
of a deal increased the rare ofborh rrue and
false confessions."
As a result, the research ream urged
police investigators ro avoid interrogation
techniques rhar imply or directly promise
leniency, as they ''appeared ro reduce rhe
diagnostic value of any confession chat is
elicited."
The full report, co-amhored bv Christian A. 1\11eissner,Fadia 1\11.Narchet. and Saul
M. Kassin, was published in the June 2005
issue of Aychologicn/ Science, a journal of rhe
American Psychological Society.
ROGER
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In OtherFaculty
News
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE,
ART,AND HISTORIC
PRESERVATION
Associate professor Julian Bonder is
currcnrly collaborating with public arrisr
Kryzsrnf\Xlodyzcko on several memorial
projecrs in rhe U.S. and France. The pair
recently won an international compcririon for rhe design of a planned Memorial ro rhe Abolition of Slavery at Nantes,
France; and are now anwng the six
finalists in rhc Flight 587 Memorial in
Queens, New York.
Assisranr [)rofcssor Sara Butler recenrly
lectured on Colonial Revival for the
Program in New England Studies in
Boston, a summer srudy program
sponsored by H isroric New England.
Andrew Cohen Archirccrs, headed by
profr:,sor of archirccrure Andrew Cohen.
was awarded rhl.:2005 Bosron Sociery of
Archirccrs Honor Award by rhc Associated General Contractors of Massachuscrrs' Build New England Awards 2005,
for i-ht..:
design :rnd consrrucrion of rhe
Spring:..i-cpCenter for Tradirional and
Conrcmporary Arrs in Medford, Mass.
Cohen's firm crnploys three RWU
graduates: Thomas White '92, Marcsa
Buja '02. :rnd Daniel Kazmarck '05.
Assist:1mprofessor of arr Elizabeth Duffy
has received fellowships from rhe
MacDowdl Colony in Pcrerborough,
N.H., and from The Ragdale Foundarion
in Chicago. She exhibited her work in
group shows ::nrhe Islip Art Museum in
Easr Islip. New York: at Dieu Donne in
New York; and ar rhe Kemler Inrernarional Drawing Space in Brooklyn. She
has two solo shows this full. one ar
Holland Tunnel in Brooklyn, and anorhcr
at Darrmouth College in Hanover, N.H.

Eytan Fichman, adjunct faculty in Architecture, was an invited panelist in a
presenration and discussion on Teaching
Teachers ro Teach at rhe Inrernational
Conference of rhe Association of Collegiate
Schools of Archirecrnre in Mexico City in
June 2005. He discussed material from his
research during rhe 2004 / 2005 year in rhe
Ed.M. program at rhe Harvard Graduate
School of Education. His work rhere
focused on bringing different disciplinary
perspectives ro rhe study of design studio
education and irs culture.
The Museu Nacional do Azulejo in Lisbon,
Porrugal, published an exhibition catalog
by Nermin Kura, associate professor of art
and architectural history, on the work of
rhe world-renowned ceramic artist Alev
Ebuzziya Sicsbye, for a one-person show
thar opened last June.
B.G. Shanklin, adjunct faculty in architecture, received a Volunteer of the Year Award
from the Little Compton Community
Center Theater Company for work on set
design 3nd construction.
Jeffrey Silverthorne, associate professor of
arr, will deliver a presemation, "Making
My Lover's Lunch," of his photographic
and collage work at the conference "The
New Visibiliry of Death," November I 7-19,
2005, at Humboldt Universiry, Berlin,
Germany. Silverthorne will also have a
one-person exhibition of his work enrirled
"Srrerched Our On Ashes," ar Galerie Haus
dcr Begegnung, Berlin, November 14-29.
The Victoria and Albert Museum in
London published two of Silverrhorne's
photographs in rhe October 2005 issue of
V&A Mf/gazine.
Stephen White, dean and professor of
SAAH I~was elected to the Association
of Collegiate Schools of Archirecrure
(ACSA) Board of Directors for 2005-2008,
as Northeast Regional Director.

FEINSTEIN COLLEGE OF ARTS
AND SCIENCES
Dr. Katherine L. Hall, assistant professor
of writing studies, and Marilynn Mair,
professor of music, recently led an
educational tour for 15 Roger Williams
srndenrs to Hawaii, Australia, and New
Zealand.
1n August, Hall was off to Prague,
Czech Republic, to present a paper
entitled "Distance Learning as a Link to
Liberal Arts in Higher Ed" to rhe annual
Ideas in Education conference.
Hall recently completed her yearlong editorial review work on rhe
popular Bedford Handbook.
Rosalie Franks, an adjunct faculty member
in the Writing Studies Program, recencly
presented papers at the 35th annual
Scholars' Conference on the Holocaust and
the Churches ar Sr. Joseph's University in
Philadelphia, and the annual Popular
Culture Associarion Conference in San
Diego, discussing her Roger Williams
course, "Caring About Oneself and Others:
Critical Writing, Ethics, and the Holocaust."
Adam Braver, assistant professor of
creative wriring, recenrly led a discussion
on "Encountering the Graphic Novel,"
which focused on rhis contemporary
trend in storytelling.

solvethemystery
ofyourfuture.••

• Looking for a new career opportunity?
• Hiring new talent?
• Want to hire an intern or co-op student?
• Do you have career advice to give a current student or fellow alumnus?
• Do you need career advice?
Log on to HAWK'S HUNT, rhe Career
Center's on line career management rool
exclusively for current swdcnts and alumni.
Go to www.rwu.edu/career.html and log on
as an employer (to post a job) and/or a
mentor (if you have advice to give). If you
are searching for a job and/or a menror,
first contact the Career Center ar
carcers@rwu.edu and request an ID
number. Upon receipt, we will send you
the ID number and directions via email.

The

Initiative
To.Educate

Afghan Women
Paula Nirschel, Founder

GABELLI SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS
Has a store ever asked for your zip code?
If so, they are most likely using a class of
software called a Geographic Information
System (GIS), which "maps" cusromers,
analyzes market areas and helps pinpoint
locations for new stores. Professor of
computer information systems Mark
Brickley recently organized and introduced a lecture on and live demo ofGIS
software by Sherri Leavitt of ESRI.

Contributions
are received
through our web site at

www.ieaw.org
Requests for information regarding
the Initiative should be addressed
ro Paula Nirschel at the following e-mail:
pnirschel@ieaw.org

AEICO Insurance... Where

everylJ,J;!e
How AEICO Dijfe,-, from other
l11surance Agencies

AEICO Insurance Agency, solely owned by Roger \Xlilliams
Universi~, enables consumers to benefit a worthy cause when
they buy insurance. This is made possible by AEICO's conrriburin$ 1_00%of_its p~ofirs to the general scholarship fund at Roger
W1ll1ams Urnvers1ry. When you do business with AEICO,
everyone benefits. So please call today, ro secure your financial
future and make a difference in a student's future.

Personal Insurance • Financial Services
Business Insurance
Property & Casualty Insurance

~

~-

rTrusted~-

Academic Employees Insurance Company, Inc.

One Old Ferry Road • Brisrol, Rhode Island 02809-2921
Phone: (401) 254-3300 • Fax: (401) 254-3855
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150 WASHINGTON STREET,PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
SUSAN LEEMING,VICE PRESIDENT(401) 276-4817
CUSTOMER SERVICE(401) 276-4818
FAX(401) 276-4819 • e-mail: info@aeicoinsurance.com
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Communitv
Connections!
RWU's
Largest-Ever
Communitv
Service
Enon
/Jy,'•/am/J\\'1ilso11

0

n August 29, Roger Williams launched its
first-ever Community Connections program,
a colossal community service effort designed

to involve the entire incoming class as well
as other members of the campus community.

"The purpose behind Community Connections is
threefold," explained President Roy J.Nirschel. "First,
it instills upon our new students the University's core
value oF service learning, in the hope that they will
continue to give back to their communities
their lives.
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In the foce of rowc:ring organizational

and rnking," he said. "He really pitched in.

cheater in Bristol, R.I. "Ir made me feel

He's a nice guy.''

good about myself because rhey were so

high-low-jack wirh a senior resident, but

faculry-sraff-srudenr

apprec1at1ve.

eventually had to admit they didn't know

the history of the school.

Three students sat down for a game of

"~l'cond. ll l'\P0"l'"' our \tutil'm, 10 thl'.
pcoplc ,, 11'1 \\'hom .rnd the .1rea in which

and logistical challenges, and despite some

thc~· \\ ill hl' li\'ing .rnd ,,orking ror the next

initial grumbling about the early-morning

l(n1r \"L".lr\
()/ thl'ir li,·c-.." Nir-.cl1l'.lcontinul'.d.

<;tart, .ill of tht: volunteers brought abun-

rhe only ones impressed by rhe student

\ml l.1-.tlv.the· progr.1m providl'.\ ,1dunce
!'or till'. nc·,, "1udc11t-.to hond with <.:,1ch
mhcr, .111dmember\ of our l:1ndty .me.I-.ufl~
111.I LOll\lrtlt.ti,·l' .Ille.Ipmitivc <.:nvirollllll'.lll."

d.mt l"llcrgy .rnd enrhusiasm to their task -

workers. Factilry and staff leaders, who

WorkandPlav

.rnd nutk· a grc.H impression with their

managed individual groups of smdenrs on

Panicipants did manage ro find rime to

studem Drew Cota of St. Johnsbury, Vr. "\Xie

!1Jrd work and friendly arrirudes.

particular job sires, were generous in their

enjoy themselves while pu[[ing in a full day

didn't actually get to play the game itself

students, that I normally wouldn't have,"

praise.

of hard work, making the day a truly

much, but 1 think he still had a lot of fun."

said Peter Deekle, dean of the university

"Thl'se are good kids," said Bristol,
R.1., \Cnior citizen James Oliveira, as he

The beneficiaries of rhc project weren't

"I was so impressed with rhe level of

the rules.

bonding experience in

"Because 1 don't teach a formal class,

"So he had to teach us how to play," said

memorable experience.

got a bonus as well - perhaps rhe biggest

Meanwhile, studenr Kevin Clark of

rhis gave me rhe opporruniry

to spend an

extended period of time relating to rhe

library and director of rhe Honors Program,

obs;l'.rvc<l.1group or :itudems working in his

dedication of my srudems and how much

~'.nd. "They got here ar about l O this

work they accomplished,"

morning and k1vcn'r :,topped. They did a

executive assistant ro rhe president and

lot of work in drn..:t:hours - more rhan I

senior director for government relations

Franklin Court Senior Cemer in Bristol,

expt:etl'.<l.They're :ill right."

:ind inrernarional programs. He led a group

R. l., but also got the chance to play cards

and he got really excited," Clark said. "He

J\t1ass., introduced

char volunteered ar rhe Visiting Nurses

and inreracr with rhe seniors.

ran inside and got his scrapbook and

museum he hopes to visit again - and

Olivcir,1 heard about rhe program ar a
mtl'ting

.11

hi_.,local church. He needed

hdp taming rhc overgrown shrubs in
hi_.,yard .rnd paiming his large
shed. Although rhe overcast and
humid d.,y delayed the
painting work. Oliveira was
more rhan pleased.
"\Y/e even had rhc
Universiry president
himself our here,
dragging brush

Association in Middletown,

said Jeff Gillooly,

For example, one group was assigned

Agawam, Mass., gained a new friend while

who signed up for rhe program as a way to

rhe rask of washing windows and other

weeding the garden of a Bristol senior, when

get ro know Honors Program freshmen.

miscellaneous cleaning duties at rhc

he complimenred

R.I.

"It was rime for rhe studems to rake a

rhe man's classic car.

"l told him that my brothers loved cars

Deekle added that his group's assignmenr ar rhe i\t1arine iv1useum ar Fall Rjver,
him to a fascinating linle

showed ir to me. It was fun and ir showed

raughr him something

"The srudems were really involved,''

break and our playing-card group program

me rhar you can enjoy the company of

the community.

Gillooly said. "They miked to each other

was about to scan," explained Cherry Bell,

elderly people; that you don't have to be

and had a good rime wirh it. I had never
seen anything like it.''

the activities coordinator

wirh people your own age to have fun."

The srudenrs themselves also felt rhc
impact of their efforrs.

Cemer. "I just mentioned

for the Senior
che card games

While the benefits of the program for

new about people in

"Ir was an eye-opening

look into the

life of a nonprofit employee," he said. 'The
museum curator did everything from

we usually play and the srudencs got so

smdents, homeowners and nonprofits are

membership

drives and fundraising

excited they decided co join in."

obvious, rhe faculry and sraff sire leaders

maintenance

of the grounds and rhe faciliry

ro

"The woman in charge wouldn't stop
saying, 'Thank you, thank you, thank you!'
She even made us brownies!" said Megan
Fish of Vernon, Conn., whose group
paimed srnge sets at a small nonprofit

"...onceQeople
gottothesites,
theworkthevdidand
~nteract1on
thevhadwiththelocalcommunnv
was
1ust
great!"
-

K.C. Ferrara, coordinator of the Feinstein Service Learning Program
ROGER
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uweevenhadtheUniversitV
president
himself
outhere,
dragging
brushandraking.''
-

James Oliveira, Brisrol, R.1

0

irsclf." Dccklc's group was even gifted with

Logistical
Nightmare

a ':>lideshow and lecture on the Titanic, a

The idea of a campus-wide communityservice day as part of orienrarion was firsr

m;ijor fcawre a1 rhc museum.

Laura Choiniere, dirccwr

or rhe

Center for Academic Ot.:velopmenr,
returned ro rhc Univer~iry cxh::i.usrcdand
spbucrcd wirh bleach afrer a day working
in the cemetery at Chris, Church in
Swamea, Mas3. - bm said ir w:1san
c-xperit:ncc she wouldn't trade.
''I forced my~clf ro sir back and !er rhc

,;;iudcnt-.c!t:cidcamong rhc:msclveshow ro
divide the work and a_-.signtasks,'' Choiniere
1i:iid.''They wen: so great :tbour talking ro
t:ach other and working rogerher. Ir was a
good lesson for me lO \er thi: ~wclcms make
the dcci..,iom like the :idults rhcy arc.''

floated years ago, by K.C. Ferrara, coordinaror of the Feinstein Service Learning
Program, and Allison Chase Padula,
associate dean of student affairs and
director of University special events. But it
was quickly dismissed because of the
daunring logistical issues.
What emerged instead were "East Bay
Action" days, in which new srudenrs were
in vired to volunreer for a day of service
during their first weekend on campus.
\Xlhile the program was successful, ir was
nor as far-reaching as organizers would
have liked.
The idea of a class-wide service

/ir,d,(,

-
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sraff and upperclassmen ro ace as sire
leaders. The new scudems were notified of
che program during rheir summer orientation and each received rheir brighr-yellow
Community Connections
arrived ro move in.

r-shin when they

Ferrara and Suzanna Alba - a representative or rhe AmeriCorpsVISTA
program
assigned tO the University by the Corporation for National and Community Service
as a project coordinacor - had their work
cur out for rhem: Placing srndents and sire

leaders were given assignment preferences;
scudencs were divided based on their
summer-oriencarion group so they would

Ferrara said. "There is a \or going on, so
commirting yourself tO go our and serve on
your own was, for some people, a little roo
much. \Xlhen we made ir more of an

fh,

to

had once helped organize a similar program
(albeit about half the size) at another

[the East Bay Action days!, bur it is a very
overwhelming weekend for some of them,"

18

Nexr, a call for volunteers went out
che campus community seeking faculty,

leaders, arranging for transportation, and
dispatching equipment and food, all for the
University's largest-ever incoming class. Sire

Planning began in earnesr in January of
rhis year.
"A lor of the students liked the idea of

expectarion and a kind of celebration, it
became something tO be a part of rather
than jusr something ro sign up for."
Knowing there would be more than a
thousand srudenrs co place, Ferrara and her
ream began building a list of work sires for
the day. They conracced area nonprofits,

ll

past, and solicited suggestions from
University faculty and staff.

progr:im surfaced again in Fall 2004, wirh
the arrival of John King as the University's
new vice presidem for studenr affairs. King

school, and he rold KC and Allison that
their idea actually wasn'r too far-fetched.

R\YIUPn•sidrntRo;,j. Nirffhl'ijoins in,
hl'lpingto dean up a seniorcitizen'syard.

senior centers and any other organization
thar had worked with the University in the

know at least some of the people they were
working with.
There were rhe inevitable minor
glitches - sires canceling at the lase minute,
buses arriving !are. But thanks ro a little
good luck (it didn't rain') and a lot of
thorough prepararion and efforr behind the
scenes, the program came off as an
unqualified success.

u
ij

"We fed, equipped and transported
more than 1,300 people on 40 buses ro
101 sires at 65 different organizations in
the course of three-and-a-half hours 1"
Ferrara said. "And once people got ro the
sires, the work rhey did and inreracrion
they had with the local community was
just great!"
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The photosat left show the changes
to New Orleansin the weekssince
1-!u,ricaneKatrina. At top is a
view of damage lookingfrom the
west towards downtown New

"Ilovedthe waythe conference
exposedus to so manygreatminds."

Orleans,'Tuesdaymorning,August
30, 2005. At bottom, the same
sceneasflood waters recede

on Sunday,September11, 2005.

Starting
Over
J~ySusan T Rivas,

/:,~'l;l'l"11tive

SecondAnnual
MacroConference
Takeson
Post-Disaster
Reconstruction

Directorof Plib!icAffeh-s

I

n the wake of massive Aooding and devastation caused by
Hurricanes Katrina and Rica in New Orleans and along
rhe Gulf Coast last August and September, experts quickly
realized that reconstruction of the region would require a massive and unprecedented effort - one likely to take many years
and cost billions of dollars. Just as importantly, it will require the
seamless cooperation of dozens of state, federal and local agencies,
not to mention the collaboration of possibly hundreds of experts
and contractors.
Some might say such a mission sounds tailor-made for Roger
Williams University's Center for Macro Projects and Diplomacy.
20
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Founded in 2003 in the School of
Architecture, Arr and Historic Preservation,
the interdisciplinary center draws together
political and civic leaders, leading experts
and scholars, as well as Roger Williams' own
faculty and students, to focus on broad,
national and international development
projects - not unlike what will be required
for rhe resrorarion of smrm-ravaged
New Orleans.
Taking on ambitious - and politically
audacious - projects is the hallmark of the
Macro center. During the center's first
annual conference two years ago, a
gathering of experts, faculty and students
proposed development projects for the
Gaza Strip that would enlist unprecedented
cooperation between Israelisand Palestinians.
This year, the Macro Projects conference
examined specific plans developed by Roger
Williams students for post-conAicc
reconstruction in Afghanistan, Bosnia
and Viernam.
"The project was overwhelming at
first," recalled political science major Sarah
Quagliaroli, who said she felt a bit awed
by the accomplished expens she met and
charred with abom her research. Bm, she
added, "I loved the way the conference
exposed us co so many great minds. We
spoke with these well-traveled experts who'd
done everything and been everywhere."

StudentParticipation
Quagliaroli, then a junior, wrote three
research pieces looking at the political
implications of reconstruction for the
center's springtime conference, entitled
"Post-ConAict Reconstruction: Reconnecting Sites, Nations, and Cultures."
Describing herself as "just a rookie"
at research, Quagliaroli said that when
political science professor Mark Sawosk_j
gave her a list of research copies, "I was
intimidated by the tasks I had to tack.le.
But bit by bit I worked through what I had
to do and in the end I felt such satisfaction
at how much I'd learned, and what I was
able to tell others about my research."
After she and the other Roger Williams
students participating in the conference

-

had spent months developing their research
projects, they then presented their findings
during the two-day conference on campus
roan array of experts on architecture and
technology, leaders ofinternarional aid
organizations and diplomats from Afghanistan and elsewhere.
For Quagliaroli and the 14 other students
working with Sawoski, the greatest benefit of
working on Macro projectswas the emphasis
on "real life" problems and solutions.
"That makes the Macro Projects
Cemer more of a Do Tank than a Think
Tank," observed Presidem Roy J. Nirschel.
Ir's aJso an u n usuaJ approach for an
academic conference, noted Dean Stephen
White of the School of Architecture, Art
and Hisroric Preservation.
"Usually academic research is pretty
theoretical," he explained. "But chis
project-based research responds to actual
situations and involves such broad issues
char it requires us to collaborate outside our
institution and helps students see the real
benefits of the work they do."
The ideas Aowing out of the presentations at rhe Center for Macro Projects and
Diplomacy typically involve the management of many different resources and
services -land, water, energy, food supplies,
transportation, environment, housing,
education, health - and life-and-death
matters that require a complex web of
collaborations between governments,
businesses, financial institmions, rechnicaJ
experts and private citizens.
"For the students to work on a project
with real urgency and with such a big
potential to serve the public good, it really
engages them, both emotionally and
intellectually," White said.

ParadigmShift
The original idea for creating the Center
for Macro Projects and Diplomacy grew
out of an important shift in thinking about
design, archireccure and construction char
starred several decades ago with Frank
Davidson, a cofounder of the English
Channel Study Group in the 1950s.

Sarah Quagliaroli, political science major

Davidson, a founding member of the
Center and a member of its advisory board,
also received an honorary doctorate from
Roger Williams in 2003. Davidson is
recognized for participating in large-scale
projects wirh the U.S. Civilian Conservation Corps in the 1930s and '40s, and also
for his role with the Massachusetts Institute
ofTechnology's Macro-Engineering
Research Group in the 1970s and '80s.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the Macro Center is the broad range
of experts it brings together in developing
solutions to such large-scale projects. In the
most recent conference, Dame Margaret
Anstee, former under-secretary general of
the United Nations, and Dr. Anwar ul-Haq
Ahady, Afghanistan's minister of finance,
were among the dozens of international
experts in attendance. For the spring
semester, Christoph-Friederich von Braun,
an innovation expert and the nephew of rhe
World War II-era rocket scientist Wernher
van Braun, will be a resident scholar
affiliated with the Center.

and officials made as they began to
rebuild."
By studying what not to do, Patryn
and her team - guided by adjunct professor
Jon Calame - developed guidelines for
effectively rebuilding an area destroyed by
war. "The most important thing we learned
is char you can't walk in and start fixing a
broken city without talking to the people
there who are going to use ir and live in ir.
If you don't do that, no solution you offer
will have any effect," she explained, adding
that any major rebuilding has to involve all
sectors of a society.
And chat's a critical lesson, said
Quagliaroli, for officials who plan to rack.le
the reconstruction of the Gulf region. In
fact, she called the aftermath of Katrina a
perfect "classroom" for a macro project.
"In our own research, we looked at
ways we can better respond to devastation,"
Quagliaroli explained. "And as our experts
pull together to address the social, economic
and psychological effects of the disaster on
the people of New Orleans, we can all learn
from chem."

"TheMacroCenteris more of a
DoTankthana ThinkTank."
For Evan Carroll, now a fifth-year
architecture student, one of the highlights
of rhe conference was getting to meet and
work with such "charismatic and inspiring
experts. I'll never forget that experience."
Most of the students hadn't initially
realized what awaited chem when they
enrolled in the team project. Hisroric
preservation major Julie Patryn recalled with
a smile that when she first signed up last
spring to prepare a project for rhe Center
conference, she feared ir would be "boring."
"It was anything but," she said after
the project reached completion. "We
studied past reconsrrucrion projects char
had been completed in other parts of the
world as a comparison, and we were
surprised at how many mistakes developers

President
Roy J. Nirschel.

Over rhe pa.st four semesters,
Hollingsworth and several of his classics

students - Denis Ambrose, Kathy Chacon
and Richard Tavares - have investigated
various ways of delivering commentary for

Larin and Greek rexrs ar rhe elementary
through thesis level.
"~ypically, when a student approaches
a sentence in Larin and can't decode it, he
or she will turn to a commentary,"
Hollingsworth explained. "If the printed
commenrary does not address the swclem's
question, frustration often ensues.''
Digital Scholia obviates these frustrations using video/AV! commentaries char

ital
Sc
·c Tools Bring Latin to Li

lireraJlywalk srndcncsrhrough the entire rexr-

ntury

senrence by semencc - placing at rheir

fingertips a virtual clearinghouse of published commcmaries, plus electronic
enhancemems such as images, sound files
and maps (both SAT II-recommended and
srudent-requesLed).
"The goal of Lhis projecr is nor ro
reinvenr rhe wheel, but ro reinvem the
delivery of the material," Hollingsword,
explained. "Using traditional cornrncnraric.s
and srudent polling, we ascerrained what
srudenrs felt was missing in che commentaries. For example, glosses on complex
strucrnres were oft-en well covered, but
simpler structures - rhose char commentaries assume arc known - were missing."

~imo
an~
theRe~
Sox
The Digital Scholia rend ro have an
interactive, of-the-moment quality that has
become rare in classical language education.
Most of rhe available printed com men caries
were published generations ago, :md reAect
rhe realities of a different age.
"In a traditional primed commenrary.
both the language and what the cxlirors felt
needed discussion are fLxedin time," said
Hollingsworth. "For example, every student
once knew the difference between may and
migln.Now they don't. Bur no mention is
made in a commentary abour char.''
Likewise, an early 20 1h-century
commentary might be directed at srudenrs
who had grown up during- or even

participated in - World War I or II, and
use examples from those conflicts ro give
rhe ancient texts a "modern" concexr. To a
sllldenc born in the mid-1980s, however,
such references can seem nearly as dared as
,he Larin original. So Hollingsworth\
digital notes pluck updated illustrations
from the lare1t headlines.
''One semester I may use examples tied
ro rhe Red Sox World Series win, and rhe
next there may be ,eferencc.::\co rhe terrorist
arrack on London," he said, offering as an
example Cicero',;; I -century B.C. L·uin text
enrirled DeAmicitia (On Friendship). In it
rhe author derincs one t)'pe of friendship as
friendship m•c.;r a common cau\e, whereby
two individu.11,;;,orherwise strangers, find a
kinship and are glad for each orhcr's
happiness.
"When discussing this passage, I
brought in how Rhode Islanders who really
didn't know each ocher would find
themselves hugging and buying beer.1.and
screaming in uni.1.on againsr the Yankees,"
Hollingsworrh r,aid. "If you rake a theme
char students can relare ro, i[ makes rhc text
more reali.1.ricthan, say, talking about rwo
men in the .umy fighting against an enemy.
Noc coo many srudenrs rod.1~·ha,·e
experienced that sort oFbond, bur rhe Red
Sox - they all experienced that."
As each Digital Scholia \egmcnt is
completed. it will be n1,1dea,ailable For
download and presenracion rhrough rhc
RWU website (digiralscholia.rwu.edu), as a
valuable asset for students ,111dinstructor,
at borh rhe high school and college levels.
A publisher who saw Hollingsworth
and his srudem!> presenr an early draft of a
Digiral Scholia commentary on Cicero's
Ag11insrCmiline approached them about
publication. Thar project, now in its final
stages of completion, will be published in
~lay as a CD-RO,\I packaged with a print
version of rhe work.
"Ir's one thing to know rhe grammar,
and quire another thing ro present ic.''
Hollingsworrh said. "Thar's pan of what
my students learned from Digital Scholia.
And now they can share their projects with
the world."

Anthony

Hollingsworth

is

the k,nd of

professor who goes out of his way to make
ancient classics relevant and alive for his
students. But while technology is the dnving
force behind his current D1g1tal Scholia

project, his marathon "AII-N,ghr Readings"
of classical texts - now in their sixth year are decidedly analog feats of pure stamina
and adrenalin.
"That's what makes our young classics
majors into seasoned classics majors,"
Hollingsworth said with a laugh.
"Every year,a dozen to 20 students and
I will decide on the best text to read. We
alternate: One year a Greek. the next a
Roman - in English translation.

"Then. right around the end of the
semester, everyone meets at my house in
front of a crackling fire, with plenty of chili
and appropriate accompaniments. And we
sit down, open the chosen book and begm
to read. One person reads one page aloud,
then the next person the next page, and so
on. There are absolutely no commentaries
or added remarks. It's just us and the text.
Every two or three hours we'll take a break.
and then continue on.The students basically
come in with a brand new text and leave
I 3- l S hours later having read the thing cover
to cover."
Familiar books reveal strange new
dimensions when they're read rapid-fire in
real rime, rather than studied section by
section over the course of days or weeks,
Hollingsworth said.
"When reading Plato. you don't have
time to analyze the sentences,'' he explained.
"And before you know it, you're just as
confused as Socrates' opponents~ When you
study the text. you think. 'Duh. I saw that
coming a mile away.'Not so at 3:00 a.m."
After a while. Hollingsworth said. the
experience can cake on an almost mystical

quality.
"Staying up all night gives us a sense or so I've been cold - of what immortality
must feel like," he said."You've transgressed
human bounds by not sleeping when you
should. To you, it's the same day as when
you entered, but now you're buzzing with
odd words and stories of the gods and
mortals.The experience becomes somewhat
dreamy afterwards. The longest lasted 14
hours, 19 minutes. The shortest. ten hours.
And, of course, shame falls upon any who
dare to fall asleep!"
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TobiasWolff'sComing-of-Age
TaleUnitesCampusin CommonReading
By Michael M. Bowden

"\Vfhen
rhe awardwinning novelist,
memoirist and shonsrory master Tobias Wolff
arrived at Roger Williams
Universiry early rhis fall ro
lcccure, meer admirers,
sign books and even reach
a class or rwo, ir was no
ordinary campus visit: Here,
:i:frerall, was rhc aurhor of a
novel rhar most of the campus
community had read collecrively
and discussed for months.
Ir began last summer
when rhe University's incoming class
received irs first homework assignment
- ro read Wolff's 2003 novel, Old School.
At freshman orienrarion, every new

VY

srudenr was given a copy of rhe book,
which was also disrribured ro faculry and
staff as part of a special "reading across the
curriculum" initiative.
Ser in an elire New England boarding
school for boys in 1960, Old Schoo/is
narrated by an unnamed senior (a "sixth
former" in prep-school vernacular) wirh
working-class roots, who attends the school
on scholarship bur culrivares a persona of
"easy disregard" to suggest that he too hails
from a privileged background. While
largely convincing his peers, the boy's
habitual duplicity eventually traps him in a
series of life decisions rhat compromise his
personal integriry and carry far-reaching
consequences for his furure.
Ir's a beaurifully wrirren, highly
readable book, its central drama involving a
writing contest in which rhe srudents
compere for personal audiences wirh
visiring literary luminaries Robert Frost,
Ayn Rand and Ernesr Hemingway. Bur
what is its relevance for present-day co-eds
at Roger Williams?
"On the surface, it seems like an
aurobiography- a New England boarding
school; a writer writing about writers,"
President Roy J. Nirschel role\ incoming
freshmen during convocarion ceremonies
lasr August. "Bur for those of you who read
it - and you should - it has a much deeper
meaning. Ir is about identity; who you are
and what you are. It is about fitting in and
making choices. Ir is about honesty, selfdiscovery and being true to yourself."
In 2004, Nirschel awarded crearive
writing professor Adam Braver a Presidential Fellowship ro review possible contenders for use in a common reading initiative
char emphasized and reinforced the
University's core value of love of learning,
as well as stressing the importance of
personal inregrity. Orher rides considered

included Sherman Alexie's Tenlittle
Indians,and Arr Spiegel man's Maus I and

Maus II.
"Adam and I discussed and read lots
and lors of books, looked ar different
themes that were important to this
University, and finally selecred Old School,"
Nirschel explained.
Braver said reactions to the book have
run rhe gamur from "I can rocally relare'' ro
"! rorally don'r ger ir'' - bur he messed thar
one of rhe major accomplishmenrs of rhe
project has been to "generate some
connection and dialogue between people
on a common level" across the campus
community.
"Upon enrering college - with a new
academic setting, a new group of friends, a
new physical environment - you are more
or less given a blank slate, an opporruniry
ro reinvent and redefine who and what you
are," Braver said. "What you do with char
slate - or what you don't do, for better or
worse - is the sort of question rhat Old
Schoofencourages us to consciously
consider."
Similar common-reading projects are
planned for future classes.
"This is the start of a ne\v tradition at
RWU," Nirschel said.
The Author Speaks
In lare September, Old Schoolsaurhor,
Tobias Wolff, spenr rwo days ar Roger
Williams, meeting with students, staff and
faculry, and delivering a rhoughrful address
on the role of self-transformation and reinvention, bocl1 in literature and in life.
Noting char he was "more appreciative
than I can say" that his novel was chosen
for rhe common reading, Wolff explained
char it is in many ways an exploration of
"how you come to be what you are."
He began his lecture with a recitation
of Roberr Frosr's familiar poem, "The Road
Less Traveled," arguing that it is nor - as
commonly perceived - a paean to rugged
individualism, bur rather an acknowledgement of the way in which human beings
continually reinvent and reinrerprer their
pasts in order ro make sense of their present.
A close reading of rhe poem, Wolff
explained, reveals char Frost's traveler has
no idea whether rhe path he has chosen is
rhe righr one. He only knows rhar someday
he will be compelled ro "repackage" his

decision as being wise and inevitable. "/

shall be re/lingthis with a sigh/Somewhere
agesand ageshence,"Frosr confides, before
pronouncing rhe self-myrhology wirh
which he will larer endow rhe momenr:

"Tivoroadsdivergedin a wood!And I took
the one lesstraveledby!And that h11Jmade all
the difference. "
"Torry and say anyrhing abour rhe
past - why we turned one way instead of
rhe orher - immediarely raises problems of
memory and the human rendency to 'gussy
rhings up,"' Wolff explained. "We begin
almost instinctively co give ourselves credit
for making choices rhar actually appeared
quire differenr ro us ar rhe rime, ro dignify
rhe rhings we did wirh all kinds of noble
reasons, so as to give our accomplishments
a noble aura."
Wolff cired examples from rhe novels
and srories of Leo Tolstoy and Ernest
Hemingway to illustrate the way in which
writers use a similar alchemy to transform
the raw material of their own lives into rich
works of ficrion infused with profound
psychological realism and shimmering
deprh. Old School,he explained, arose in a
similar fashion - Wolff himself had been a
working-class scholarship student at the
presrigious Hill School in Pottstown, Penn.,
and drew heavily on the experience in
creating his novel.
While arrending rhe school, Wolff
said, he quickly realized he was in "another
tribe," and set about learning their ways
and manners, in the process becoming "a
pretty good mimic, without even meaning
robe." Srill, he added, a voice within him
persistently protesred, "This isn't you!
Whar a phony!"
"Human beings are still on chis eard1
because we're so adaprable," he said. "And

young people are especially adaptable,
because rhey like ro fir inro whatever world
they're in."
Bur in trurh, "you carry your pasr with
you all rhe rime," Wolff concluded. "The
hisrory of your life is conrinually making
an impress on the present moment. And
somebody rrying ro adapr, wirh rhe besr of
morives, can be gradually and cumularively
beser by a sense of dupliciry, of falsiry, and
be led in rhar way ro suppress his or her
identiry; nor to let things be known. Ir's a
very shaky ground ar an age when people
are defining themselves and figuring out
who they are. I wan red ro explore rhe
temptations that such a situation can invite
one inro.

About the Author
Born inAlabama in 1945,TobiasWolfftraveled the country with his single mother,
finallysettling in Washington State. He attended the HillSchool in Pennsylvaniauntil
he was expelled for repeated failures in
mathematics in his final year, whereupon
he joined the Army. He spent four years
as a paratrooper, including a tour in Vietnam. Following his discharge he attended
Oxford University in England, where he
received a First Class Honours degree in
English in 1972. Returning to the United
States, he worked variously as a reporter,
a teacher, a night watchman and a waiter
before receiving a Wallace Stegner Fellowship in Creative Writing at Stanford University in 1975. He is currently Ward W.
and Priscilla B. Woods Professor in the
Humanities at Stanford, where he lives
with his wife Catherine. They have three
children.
Wolff's books include the memoirs
This Boy's Ufe and /n Pharaoh'sArmy; the
short novel The BarracksThief; three collections of stories, In The Garden of the
North American Martyrs, Back in the World,
and The Night in Question; and, most recently, the novel Old Schoo/.He has also
edited several anthologies, among them
BestAmerican Short Stories;A Doctor'sVisit
The Short Storiesof Anton Chekhov.and The
VintageBook of ContemporaryAmerican Stories. His work is translated widely and has
received numerous awards, including the
PEN/Faulkner Award, the Los Angeles
Times Book Prize, the Rea Award for Excellence in the Short Story, and the Academy Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.
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AN EDUCATION
LIKENO OTHER'

I
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heshrillwhistleofmortarroundsaimedat theirbasecampfillstheairmoreoften
thannot.Theloud,earthshaking
explosions
don'teverseemto goaway.Theysleep
in cots,in tentsmadeforeightthatnowhouse24.Theyeatmeals(appetizingly
called
MREs)outofcansandaluminumplates,andtheyworksixdaysin a rowduringsome
weeks,onshiftsthatcanrunfromeightin themorninguntileightat night.On som.e
daystheyworkaroundtheclock.Theyhavelearnedwhatrealpovertyisallabout,_
an intensified
definition
oftheword"dangerous."
Theyarenotin schoolan~
hardcore
education
hascomein placeslikeB
MosulandBalad.

a,

They are three Roger Williams
University grads, whose lives
as soldiers in Iraq have become
the most eye-opening experiences of rheir young lives. For
securiry reasons we can't share
their present locations or the
units they are assigned ro,
since two of rhe three arc
currenrly on active dury.
Captain James Seward- a
2002 graduate in Criminal
Justice and former Hawk
wrestler, resident assistant and
ROTC studenr - is the executive
officer (second in command) of
his unit. He is a Blackhawk
helicopter pilot. He has Aown
some pretty big names in his
bird: Secretary of Stare
Condolee-1.zaRice, DeFcnse
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, t:he
President and Prime Minster of
Iraq, rhe U.S. Ambassador and
countless other dignirarics have
aJI been entrusted to his care.
Seward has also Aown general
support missions moving soldiers
ro various points ro avoid the
deadly IEDs (improvised
explosive devices).
Since he is a pilot, rhe
physical strain or combat has
not been an issue for him. The
mental part is the issue.
"Being mentally rough is
more importam than physical
toughness, and I have the sport
of wrestling ro thank for rhar,"
Seward said. One hour of Aighr
time is equaJ ro three hours of
driving time (char is the
peacetime equation) and r.he
missions themselves involve
hovering and landing in hostile
territory. In many cases his unir
has just a few minures notice ro
get moving, which adds ro the
stress of planning and preparing. Bur he sees rhe lighr ar che
end of the runnel, as his service
will be ending shortly.
Back home for a few
months now, Marine Corporal
Joseph Firuimons has rerurncd
co work in New Jersey and is
trying ro get on with his life.

The 2004 Engineering graduate
was a two-time Academic AllAmerican wrestler and Roger
Williams' "Male Athlete of rhe
Year" in 2004. Shortly after
graduation, his 1\11arineCorps
reserve unit was activated and
senr ro California for training.
Several weeks later they were
headed for Iraq.
Fir-L.Simons'unit is a
maintenance and equipment
ream char repairs vehicles and

his shifts were of rhe 8 a.m. to
8 p.m. variery. While he had
his moments under Fire. mosr
of his work was done within
rhe con Fines of rhe large base,
probably the safest place ro be
for a U.S. soldier in Iraq. Still.
he termed his dury "an
education like no ocher."
The hear and the dire
poverty of Iraq made a
powerful impact on Sergeant
Brendan Finn, an Army ranger

'I HAVE SEEN ORDINARYPEOPLE

DO EXTRAORDINARYTHINGS.
I HAVE SEEN THINGSI KNOW
I WILL NEVER FORGET,
EVEN IF I WISH I COULD.'
munitions. The most dangerous part of his job was going
our and working on the
damaged items in some cases and in ochers retrieving rhem
so they could be worked on
back at the base. Like Seward,

and 2004 Roger Williams
graduate in communications.
His days in Iraq, where he is
still stationed, are a far cry
from the days at his alma. mater
on the rugby Field, in the
aquaric and fimess centers on
ROGER\\

campus, and in rhe ROTC.
Brendan is in a mountain
infomry unit and has been
barding the insurgency on rhe
front lines srncc he arrived
there several month; ago. The
temperature sometimes hit 120
degrees, and it can get so hor at
night that sleep isn't possible.
Bur it's the poverry rhar has
struck him rhe most. Finn has
seen the homeless on streets of
ew York City and the
difficulties of people living in
poverry in rhe U.S., bur none
of it prepared him for rhis.
"There are some really
poor pans of America, but
they don't compare to the
gherros I have patrolled
through," he said. "I feel bad
for the kids, mosr of rhem
without shoes or adequate
clothing. I rry co give chem
food and warer whenever I can."
Finn has lost about
25 pounds during his time
there. J le has seen things he
can't repeat and has scories ro
cell that will have co wait until
he gets home. He has put his
life on the line counrl~ rimes
and has earned the Com bar
lnfarnryman's Badgero prove ir.
''As dangerous as chis
councry is, I wouldn't trade
1he experience for anything,''
he said. "I have seen ordinary
people do extraordinary
things. I have seen things I
know I will never forget, even
if I wish I could."
Finn said he misses the
parries in Bayside, and
spending time wirh his
favorite coed. Being in Iraq
has helped him remember
how good he once had it at
Roger \Xlilliams niversirv,
he said. bur added, "I am·
happy I enlisted and proud
of the things I have accomplished here."
And he has no idea how
proud we all are of him, Joe
and Jim.
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EQUESTRIANS

MAKE

BY MICHAEL

GREAT

STRIDES

M. BOWDEN

of A,hlerics Gc'Orge R. Kolb
In some sporrs - running,
believes ,hat her srrong combinacycling, swimming, gymnastic.s
tion of experience and tnthmi- an arhlere relies primarily on
asm is a reci~ for success.
his or her own skill, condirion''Having Sarah rake mer
ing, and mental focus to
rhe leadership of our equestrian
achieve success. In others program is a wonderful thing
baseball, basketball and orher
for us," he said. "Her vast
ream spom - rhe skill,
conditioning, and focus of
experience riding and instructone's fellow athletes becomes
ing. coupled with her panicipaequally important. However
rion in a national caliber
well prepared you may be as an
program will enable the ream ro
individual, your success
build on irs past success."
depends largely upon rhe
The building process has
preparedness of your reamalreadv begun.
mares and your ability ro work
'·We have some ver~· strong
together as a unit.
riders as well as some newer
At !efi, Equesrri11nCnroly11Pickeu lllkes her pinto through n warm-up. Above,
For equestrians, char kind
riders with a lot of porenrial, ..
nn RVlU rider tit n competition.
of inrimare inrcrdependence is
Sravelev-O'Carroll said.
rougher ro achieve rhan in
''Righr now, we're working on
most sports: Afrer all, rhe "ream mare" with whom rhey must
filling our a couple of rhe upper-level divisions, where we only
connect and work 3S a single unit is nor even a human being.
have a handful of riders. By next semester. we should be stronger
"Riding is a unique sporr," explained Sarah Sraveleyin those areas."
O'Carroll, new head coach of Roger Williams University's co-ed
Ar rhe beginning of rhe year, Staveley-O'Carroll made
equestrian ream. "You're essentially trying ro rame a largely
recruitment a rop priority. \Xlirh on]~, about 15 riders rerurning
uncontrollable animal who's ren rimes bigger than you. And along
from lasr year's srellar team, she determined rhar rhe best way ro
rhe way, you learn some very valuable life skills, like courage and
sray competitive was ro '·expand our numbers and srrengrhen
resiliency. I like ro think rhar my instruction and encouragement
certain divisions."
can contribute ro rhar learning."
"My prioriry now is roger everyone inro excellent riding
She has a lor ro work wirh. The equestrian ream at Roger
shape, which Gm rake rime when you're only riding once a week.
Williams Universiry has long been a quiet success story. Established in
she explained. "So we've made group workouts twice a week
1981, ir has notably been one of rhe rop programs in rhe region, wirh
mandarory and are also having ream practices before horse show::,
nine first-place finishes, including two ar rhe University ofConnectiand sometimes during our 'off' weeks. I'm also planning clinics ro
cur show and the 7Cikyo Post University show.
help our riders develop in some key areas like jumping."
Last year, under former head coach Elissa Schwartz, several
Another one of Staveley-O'Carroll's goals is ro educate rhe
riders earned individual accolades for their accomplish men rs. Eliza
larger Universiry communiry about rhe sport, and encourage rhe
Davis finished rhe season with three first-place and three secondcommuniry ro come our and suppon their ream.
place ribbons during rhe fall and spring seasons. Junior !v1egan
"Ir's an exciting sporr ro watch, especial!~· rhe jumping." she
Wilkison also won rliree even rs, while Ellen Casady, Jennifer
said. "Your jumping course will be assigned rhe da~· of rhe compeDesmond, Srephanie Joseph, Lauren Rarich, Shannon Donahue,
tition, so there's a lor of strategy involved in planning and riding
Jackie Urankar and Allyson Elman all finished first in their
your course well. with no practice beforehand. The inrercollegiare
respective divisions during rhe course of rhe season.
riding world is J roller-coaster ride, because 3 !or of ir depends on
"We've gor an incredible ream, 28 riders who really care about
rhe luck of rhe draw. The host te3m provides all rhe horses. which
one another and are dedicated ro making this rhe best ream posarc assigned through a lottery. One day you mighr ger 'B.1mbi.'
sible," Sarah Sravelcy-O'Carroll said. ''They've got a lor of spirit and
who's a piece of C3ke; rhe next show you mighr gcr ·Rocker.' who
are very supportive - ir's hard to overstate how important char is."
Aies around rhe ring. Bur rhar's what makes you a good rider. You
Staveley-O'Carroll has been involved in the sport for ten years, and
learn ro deal wirh every kind of horse rhar comes at you.-enjoyed a very distinguished riding c1rcer ar Brown University. Direcror
ROGER
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Scientists accidentally
design a virus that causes
humans to evolve into
powerful creatures capable
of astounding feats - but
they need to feed on human
flesh to survive! A single
bite turns victims into the
Living Dead! It's up to our
terrified heroes to accept
this fate or to fight it ...
even if it means their own
destruction!
- Day of the Dead 2:
Conragium(2005)

T

he plot blurbs tell you all you need

to

know: You've officially entered the

shadowy realm of rhe cult horror genre - where armies of zombies and buckets
of gore, rather rhan A-list srar powl'.r and Oscar prospects, are rhe undisputed
gold standard.

Ir's a world where Roger \Xlilliams alum James Dudcbon

A notorious mental
hospital was shut down
years ago for its mysterious
patient disappearances and
horrific therapy methods.
But when a group of
students on a field trip
becomes locked inside,
they get a crash course in
paranoia, psychosis and
grisly murder! Tonight the
game begins again ... and
this time, winner kills all!
- Horror 102: £11dgame(2004)

One night a year, a morbid
museum opens its doors to
exhibit a collection of cursed
artifacts. But something
hideous is roaming its halls and feasting on the flesh of
the innocent! A cannibalistic
horror is alive! The hunger
is spreading! And the
only escape is through the
hordes of the damned!
Alum JamesD11del.so11
'73 (left)
on-setdirectingfl scene.

- Museum of the Dead (2004)

10

·-3 looms large. In addition

rhesc laresr horror hits, he's dirccrt:d or produced dozen,; of other films and rde\·ision

shows. This year - while on hiatus from law school. rhe larcsr of his many side ventures the tireless Dudelson directed another film, Creepshow3 (a sequel to the Stephen King
original, ro which Dudelson owns film rights), slated for release in :\'m·ember; anJ is
currently working on a remake of rhe rhird insrallmenr in George Romero·~ cla'>~icD,~r of
the Deadrrilogy (ro which he also owns righrs). \Virh credenrials like char, ir ma:· come
as surprise to learn rhar Dude Ison himself isn't a fan of the genre.
"I don't like horror films ar all," he said. ''Bur my tlrsr movie was a horror mo,·ie.
and so everybody said, 'Oh, he's a horror director!' I said, 'No, I don'r wanna do horror!'
Bur rhey said,· 1o! You're rhe horror guy!'
"So here I am," he added, laughing. "I go ro horror conventions.

I gi,·e lecrures

on making horror films. Horror fans ask me obsessively derailed questions and I gi,·e
them answers.·•
Hardcore horror aficionados rake Duclelson's work very seriously indeed. A
Internet horror-fan sires reveals weirdly philosophical readings of his

'>C::lll of

work. On Da)I of the Dead 2: Co111r1gium,for example, one reviewer
muses, ''Alrhough special-effects heavy, rhe core of rhe srory i~ borh
compelling and tragic. Ir's the age-old dilemma of transcending our
shortcomings and overcoming our fears in spire of whar rhe sacrifice
may entail." Anorher adds," Co11111gi11m
is homage to [Romero's]
Dead trilogy, [bur it also] hints ar a possible origin ro rhe Lombie
phenomena in a manner rhar incorpor:nes all known lore.
In addition, ir covers some of rhe lesser-known aspects of rhe
original rransformarion and imagines rhe last moments before
the end of humanity."
Dudelson shrugs off rhat kind of heavy analysis, repeatedly
steering rhe conversation roward lighter ropics. Bur when pressed, his comment~
offer a glimpse of rhe arrisr behind his work. "Ir's naturalistic.''

he allowed, speaking of the

menacing mood he conjured in Conu1gi11m.''Ir becomes progressively darker and ble:iker.
The use of multiple cameras, hand held, creates a fluiditv of srde. ,,
Bur for rhe mosr part, he said, directing horror films.is nor.so different from directing
any other kind of film. ''The main difference is che rime ir rakes for rhe makeup.'' he said.
"When you've gar 50, 60, I 00 zombies on rhe ser, there'~ a lor of wairing around for ~111
rhat makeup ro gcr done."
RO l, I. R \\ I I LI \\I\
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WHcN YOU'vc GOT 50, 60, 100 "l0M13lf:S
ON THc Sf:T, THc~c·s A lOT Or WAlTlNG A~OUNt?
rO~ All THAT MAKf:Ul'TO Gf:T t?ONf:.

I)udd\011 note\

1h:n

Gallery Inc., which eventually grew into

ht:, together wirh

"the largest independent

hi\ lo11g1imL·toll.1bor:1.tor .111dco-producer
(]a,dL

\11.1

tried hi-. hand

h,1\

o( non-horror

projl'.Ct\

independent

a number

Jt

t0

distriburor

of

ancillary markers."

He began his hands-on movie career

but titles like

-

films

.rnd ( J,rrk St rat F(((J11rr:Girls hi,ht 70nite

co-producing fearnre films such as Old
Enough ( 1984), The Coca-ColnKid
( 1985), and John Sayles' Mnrewn11( 1987),

(200 I) ,ugge,1

all of which were Cannes Film Festival

(200 I. srarring S111r
Worf, i\ lich~1el Dorn)

1111;lss,min

/.,·i.WW./rJr

/rd,·, I it..:utt:n.rnt

hi..,dirccrori.1\ tastes

1h,11

rt:111,1i11
dL'Li'ii,dy on tht: fringes or

nominees.

"Yeah, I've walked down rhe red

I lollywood.

m.1i1htl'L'.1m

carper with the tux and all rhat stuff,"

I ond \1emorie\ of R\XIU
Dudcl\on,

NL·,, Yorker. grew up

,I r1.11ivc

in the t..:ntl.'1t.1inmt:n1
St.rnky l)udd,on,

or Ill.Ill)

bu ..incv~- hi, father,
,,,1..,

cxt.:tutivc producer

film,, ilH.:ludingthe flrsr ;ind
in,1.illmt:1H\of Ni,._~lJIJllllrl' OJI

\t:UllH.I

!-ill, \t,n·t.
.\hlT ,c,cr.11 Lil..,e,1.1n, in college,

I )udd-.on

L'\t.:lllu,dly

l.rndcd

,ll

Roger

full-page ad. People gave me a hard time,

Dudelson smiled.
In 1988, he lcfr New York for Los

,.iying I was being egorisrical. Bur I was

Angeles ro become execmive vice president

.iiready thinking of rhe furure. I was

of Fries Enrerrainmenr,

thinking, 'They're ribbing me now, bur

producer of television movies-of-the-week

I will ,tlway,; haw rhat ad as a memory

ar rhe rime. Finally in 1998, he formed
his own company. Taurus Enrerrainmenr,

h.111gingon my office wall rodai"

and began his current run directing and

\\ illi.1111-..
when.: he nujored in fine an<,

Film Rights and Red Carpets
After gradu:uion.

i\1t._·

way, lud

till· l1111eof hi, \ill:.

Oudelson spenr a brief

,1i111.1'>a financial analyst in

"I p1oh.1hly h,1J the he\! time in college

rhe biggest

of college.' And you know whar? Ir's srill

.111dI ngli-.h

.111d
.. 1\ong

I

ew York,

Morel/n(l998) and Horror IOI (2000,
starring l!Js Bo Derek). In between, he's
co-hosted a radio ralk show, "Hollywood
Uncut," and created, produced and

th.It .1 nl.ln c.:oulJ po ..,ibly h,1\c," hc ,;,aid.

where he worked his way up from die

directed three television series for

'\ h,l\l.' the fondc\l llll'.lllOril'.'ior Rogcr

mail room to division manager, specializing

\\'illi,1111.... hc1y d.1y ,,.,.., .1 grc.n day. It wa.')

Showtimc Networks, including "Hot

in 111.1rketing,sales and acquisirions.

likc I t.ould do no,, rong. For four ye.tr<:.,

The L:Xpcricncc served him well: Dudelson

.111~
thing I \\,lll!L"d ju..,t h.1ppcnL·d!"

currc.:nrly owm, the movie righrs rn :t

Springs Hore!" {1997) and "Compromising
Sirnarions'' {I 994).
Incidentally, Dudelson - who also
maintains a low-profile gig as bass player

I )utkl..,011 U) founded .111dt.:ditt.:dthe

numlxr of well-known films, including

1hc11-\t11Lklllnnnp,1pcr.

/'l,,, Quill, .rnd

7Zwl<e11111rk)'
Fried/l/ovil'(l977}, The

p.1rnup.ttcd

of 1hc.1rrc cl.1,..,e,

111 .1 numhcr

undn d1t.:direction of

}igimu J\fan ( 1983). and screenplay rights
10

!0otsie ( 1982). His fascination wirh

in a local R&B band - wrote chc rheme
songs for both shows, generating royalties

rhar "sent my kid through college," he

Proft.:v,or \\'illi.1111Cr.rndgcorge - who.

con1r.1C1u:tlb:1rgaining is such rhar he

he ret..i!I,. d1d11'r1hink muc.:h of his skill'i

said. And now Dudelson is trying his

cvcnmally enrolled in Universiry of\Xlcst

hand in from of the camera, having

.1, .111

.tt.tor. NonL·theki. ....ht: noted. rhi.,

Lo.')Angeles School of Law ro "formalize"

p.tnit:ul.ir u)mhi11.11ion of ,ICtivities lud
one \LT\' po..,i1i\l.'...idt::effl'ct.

snagged a parr in the recenrly completed

his legal education.

pilot of :t new television comedy series

"~\y pl.1y..,,d\,.1y..,gm good n,:view.')... he
l.1ughcd. "Bcc1u,c I ,,.1s the editor, I made

"In L.A., :rnyone who wants ro go to law

\llrl'.

of
1;01

I'll{'

it!"
one production - of

Swd

.1

play called

Dudd ...011 r.111.1 full-p:1ge ad

"ith hi, piuurt.: with the frm:ile lt.:ad.
c.1p1io11ed."Jim Duddson .~ The Srud."
"\ took .1 Im of ribbing for rhar!" he
\,tid. "The thc,Ht.:r tkpanment never gor .1
32
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"It's no big deal.'' Dudclson shrugged.
school can get in. Bur passing the California

{still being marketed ro the networks)
entitled "The l'irch."

b.ir cx.un i~ anorher marrer; it's nororiously

''I'm tired of being behind the camera.
I want to act," he said. "I'm a cameo

10ugh." Though now jusr a scmesrer or
so .1way from graduarion, his directing

in mosr of my movies. I've done radio,

work has kepi him on hiarus from his legal
studies for the p.1sr year.

in front of the camera." He paused, and

In 19~8, Dudelson srruck our on his
own .is founder and president of Film

Apply
Now
forSpring
Enrollment
Masterof Science
in Criminal
Justice
Coursesin Criminology
andJusriceSysremManagement
Disringuished
foculryof scholarsand justicesysremprofessionals.

Masterof Artsin Teachin(ElementaryEduca,ion)
Teachercenificationin grades1-6.
Conveniemeveningclassesdesignedt0 firrhescheduleof rhebusyprofessional.

Masterof Artsin Literac Education
Cenificarion
asa K-12ReadingSpecialist/Consulranr.
• Designedforreachers- convenientlaceafternoonande\'eningclasses
.

producing horror films - beginning with

d1L:nmowd on to New Line Cinemas -

.111dproduuiom

TheGraduate
Programs
atRWU

television, features - now I want to be

then added with a laugh, "I wonder if
Grandgeorge will finally be proud of me."

Masterof PublicAdministration
36-crediiprogramgroupedinmrhe threeareas:corecourses,areasof concencration
(HealrhCareAdministrarion
or PublicManagement)
and research/internship.
Uniqueand com'eniemcoursedeliver)'approachof"DirecredSeminars"'
whichmeet
on alternateweeksand usesomeon•linelearninginsrrucrion.

Masterof Architecture
- (FallSemesterStart Only)
B.A.or B.S.in Archirecrure
required.
Prepares
studenrsforlicensureand ro enrerrheprofession
wirhan undersr:mding
of
rhecomponentsof archirectural
practiceaswellas rhevarieryof rolesforarchitectsin
relationro orherfields.

Masterof Artsin Forensic
Psychology
- (FallSemesterStart Only)
Srudemswillbe trainedin psychological
<esring.
trearmem,researchmeihodologv,
and
p5'-choparhology.
Prepares
srndentsforcareersin civilandcriminaljusticesystemsas forensicspecialists.

Formoreinfonnarion,
contactrheOfficeof Graduate
Admis.sion
at (401)254-6200or
1-888-674-8479
or viae-mailat gradadmit@nmedu
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NOTES
1963
Henry Ohanian, A.S.. Business Administration, has retired
from the Internal Revenue Service after 34 years of service.
33 of them in the field. During
his time at Roger Williams he
served as class treasurer.

1973
Arthur Fletcher. AS .. Business Adm1n1stration,has been
appointed a board member for
the Rhode Island Turnpike and

Bridge Authority.
Colonel

Michael Durand.

alumni news and noteworthy events

post-employment screening
and background investigations.
She currently lives in Norton,
Mass.,with her husband Joseph,
who is a former Navy Seal.and
her son Noah, 6.

1985
Deb (Konuch) Carroll. B.S..
Business Administration. has
been appointed assistant girls'
basketball coach at Coventry
High School in Coventry, R.I.
She previously worked at Flat
River Middle School, also in
Coventry.as head boys· basketball coach.

B.A., English, has retired from

the United States Army after
30 years of active service. He
served most of his career in the
airborne and special forces.
Michael will be spending his
summers in Newport. R.I.. and
his winters in Southwest
Florida.

1983
llesa (Kline) White, S.S.,
Admin1strauon of Justice. 1s a
licensed private investigator
and owner of her own mvest1gat1on firm, The Hire Authority Her company spec1ahzesin
pre-employment as well as

1986

for the second consecutive
year. She is currently employed
as an outreach scientist with
the University of Rhode Island's
Office of Marine Programs and
is finishing up her master's degree in environmental policy.

1990
Sheila Blanchette.
B.S..
Computer Information Systems, to Jim Sullivanon October I0, 2004. Sheila is employed byVSEAin Gloucester,
Mass., as a Lotus Notes analyst/trainer. The couple resides
in Haverhill, Mass.
Amanda McLaughlin, B.A.
Psychology,
to
Edward
Stankoski on September 4,
2004. Amanda is employed by
Waterford Country School.
Waterford. Conn .. as a Clinical
Coordinator. The couple resides in Colchester, Conn.

1998
Celia Cackowski. B.S.,Marine
Biology, has been awarded a
National Science Foundation
Graduate Teaching Fellowship

Reina Horowitz, B.A.,Theatre. to Stephen Selby on September 18,2004. Reina works
for the Adriaen's Landing
project office In Hartford,
Conn. The couple resides in
Oxford. Conn.

1977- Poet Jack Conway had a new work, "The
Agam~mnon Rag.'' published in the July 2005 Poe1ry
magazine. the country's most prestigious magazine of
VCl''le.

Ano1h_ernew po~m, ''Out Standing in His Field,"
·~P/)Caredth1s_sum~11cr
111 \\'11t_ershet/,
a poetry journal publis 1cd by Cal1forn1a S1ate University; while a third, "\'Vhy
! lam let Sh_ouldn'1!)lay Quart~rback," was anthologized
m the 200) col!t:c11on, In 11_
Fme Frenzy:PoetsRespo11d
to
Sllllkespt'IU'e,
~d11~5Iby David Starkey and Paul J. \'Viiiis,
and a fourth 111l'he [!ncydope~i11
oj New Dit,fand
Conway, who lives on 13irclsong Farm in Assoncr,
Mas~.. h.1s been called a leader of rhe "new bear" or ''accelerated poe1ry'' movement - .1 label he says was best
defined by the poet Kenne1h Koch.
··~och said 1.rnguagc is like a car rha1':, able w go
200 mile,;;.111 hour, but is restricted by the traffic laws of
prose to ,1 reason.1ble :.peed," Conway s~1id."Koch says
poets are fond of accelerating. I think poets should be
more th.111fond ofi1. They should ptu the pedal to the
rnc.·talas far as l.mgu:1gc and idc:1sarc concerned.
"For 1he past several years we have been lulled into
complacency by the conver:,arional poet:. like Collins,
Dt!nn .md Denni:.,:· he added. "h~s nice pocrry, bur
Str1C1lyelcv:nor music. \'Ve need to pick up the pace and
s1:m t~ :.h:1ke up the l.mguage as well as our environment.
Conway i:. ,he author of Life Se111ences
(2002) and
Aly ~)ic11icWith Lolit11111ulOrber Pom1s (2000), both
published by onh Country Press. He is also rhe author of_~ix nonfiction books. including Americ1111
Literary: fifty Books that Define Our Culture and Ouru/i1es
( 1994). p~1blj:hed b)'. \'qiJlia1~1Morrow. His poetry has
appeared Ill l'he Am,och Reuuw, The Colombia Review,
Yankee, and many orher periodicals.
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February 20, 2005. Erica is
employed by ARCADIS as an
accounting assistant. Several
RWU alumni were in attendance at the wedding. Sara
(Sarkisian) Kalashian, '97,
B.A., Architecture,
Alison
(Bearman)
Wiesner, '97,
B.A, Architecture. Andrew
Pearce, '97. B.S.,Construction
Management.Craig Misener,
'96. B.S.,Industrial Technology.
and Brian Fortin, '96. 8.A..
Architecture.
The couple
resides in Denver, CO.

1991

1996

Thomas Anderson.
B.S..
Business Management, to
Patricia Lynch. Thomas is employed by Oppenheimer & Co ..
Inc., in Danbury, Conn. The
couple resides in Port Chester.
N.Y.

Marco Capaldi,B.S..Business
Management, to Elizabeth Silva
in October 2004. Marco is a
CEO for Bellevue Investment
Group in Newport. R.L The
couple resides in Newport. R.I.
David Bailey. B.A.,Architecture. to Tricia Coppola, '97,
B.A.,Architecture. on October
18,2003. David is employed by
Animation+ Images in N.Y.and
Tricia is employed by Kenneth
Park Architects in N.Y. The
couple resides in Brooklyn.N.Y.

1992 & 1996
Jennifer Samolyk, B.A..Theatre, J.D .. Ralph R. Papitto
School of law, to John Romney. Jr.. on October 16. 2004.
Jennifer is employed by
Howrey SimonArnold & White
as an attorney. The couple resides in Washington, D.C.

1997

Peter Bamberry. B.A.Architecture, to Kathleen Sykes on
August 14. 2004. Peter is employed as an architect. After a
Western Caribbean cruise and
a trip to Walt DisneyWorld, the
couple resides in Johnston, R.I.

Christine Marino. B.A Communications. to Ronald Izzo,
'98, B.A..Architecture.on September 25. 2004. Christine is
an account manager with
Aquent in Denver, and Ronald
is an architect with RNL Design in Denver, CO. where the
couple resides.

Austin Francis. B.S.. Marine
Biology.to Michele Cutwa on
May 21, 2005. Austin is employed by Richard Stockton
College as a visiting assistant
professor. The couple resides
in Galloway.N.J.

Jen Fox. B.A., Communications. to Shawn Murphy on
October 9,2004. Jen is a sixthgrade science teacher at Turn
of River MiddleSchool in Stamford, Conn. The couple resides
in Darien, Conn.

1993

1994
Erica Theall, B.A.. Creative
Writing. to Eric S. De Roos on

34

Jemtmarie O'Comtel/,
B.A.. Comm1mic111ions,
to Jejfrey
Pombnr, '98, B.S., BusinessManflgemem,011 Septembrr25. 2004.
}rm1marieisthe1lSSOci111e
prod1wio11
dirmorfor Vogue1111d
TeenVogue,
mu/ Jejfiry is the ownerof his own
busii1esi.Theweddingt11(liflttendrd
by R\'(IU 1d1m111i
Kerri (Wlllsh)
Mudry, '98,IJ.A..Communiauions,
MichaelMudry. '.99,B.S.,Adminiumrion of Justice, Amhony
Murawski, :)9, Mllrine Biology.
111,d
Jeffery Mmw1tr, '98, B.S..
f-listorir!Wen1a1io11.
Thecouplerrsidn in GlenHead.NY.

Marriages

Todd Daviau, B.S.,Marine Biology/Chemistry, is the President/CEO
of Magellan
BioScience. His company was
featured m Ocean News and
Technologymagazine for their
work on the discovery of novel
anti-infective drugs from bacteria isolated from a marine
bmtlest.ir.

RWU Poet WidelyPublished

1998 -

I
I

Kelly Robinson. B.A., Creative Writing. to Jeffrey Moore
on May 15. 2005. Kellyis em-

ployed by Stop & Shop Supermarkets. The couple resides in
Vernon. Conn.
Harry Hepburn, B.A..Architecture, to Jill Callahan on October I0. 2004. Harry is employed by BH+A in Boston.
Mass. The couple resides in
Chelsea, Mass.

1998
Joseph Colangelo. B.S.,Business Administration, to Peggy
Yin Ping Tam. Joseph is employed by Corporate Technologies in Burlington, Mass. After
a honeymoon in Hawaii, the
couple resides in Smithfield,R.I.
Kristen Brawner. B.S.. Elementary Education, to James
Hughes,'99,B.AArchitecture.
on August 3. 2003. Kristen is
employed by the Middletown.
R.I., Public School System as a
second-grade teacher.
Katherine Draper, B.A.,Social Science. to William Beery
in June 2004. Katherine is employed as a veterinary surgical
technician. The couple resides
in Pittsburgh.

1999
Ray Butti, B.S.,Business Management to Danielle O'Keefe,
'0 I. B.S.,Administration of Justice on October 9. 2004. The
couple resides in Cherry Hill.

by Arden Engineering Constructors in Pawtucket. R.l. After a honeymoon in Bermuda,
the couple resides in Bristol,R.I.

WilliamJohn Schurman.on June
15, 2005, to Alison (Purves)
Schurman, B.S.,Computer Information Systems.and her husband Sean.Williamis the couple's
first child.

I

2002
Andrea Medina. B.A.. Psychology. to Carlos A. Perez
'02. Bachelor of Architecture,
on November 20, 2004. Andrea is employed at a psychiatric facility in Wakefield. R.I..
and Carlos is employed by Vision Ill Architects in Providence.Their wedding was held
in Bogota, Colombia; the
couple resides in Rhode Island.
"We both are from Colombia.
but did not meet until six
months after graduating from
RWU!" Andrea said.

Births

1992
Connor William Kelleher. on
June 29, 2005, to Mark
Kelleher. B.S.,Administration
of Justice, and Christina
(Anderson)
Kelleher. B.S..
Paralegal Studies. Connor joins
his older brother Colin. 5.
Alex William Yablin.on May 20.
2005,to Krista (Katsapetses)
Yablin. B.S..Business Administration. and her husband Andy.
Alex is the couple's first child.
Matthew and Ryan Hansen, to
Kevin Hansen, B.S.,Administration of Justice, and Jeanette
(McCartney) Hansen. B.A,
Psychology. Matthew and Ryan
are the couple's first children.

1993
Richard Enzo Russillo.onAugust
2 J, 2004, to Joseph Russillo,
B.A.. Architecture. and Sally
(Lafleche) Russi Ilo, B.A.Psychology. Enzo joins his old~r
brother Michael.4.
Henry Robert LePage, on October 3. 2004. to Mark
Le Page. B.A.. Architecture,
and his wife Annmarie. Henry
is the couple's first child.

Amy Kolbrenner. B.A.. Elementary Education. to Jason
Neer, '00, B.S.. Marketing on
August 7. 2004. The couple
resides in Stamford, Conn.

Maximus(Max)RobertWasiniak,
on November I I, 2004, to
Erinn Wasiniak, BA..Theatre,
and her husband Robert. Max is
welcomed by his older brother
Nicholas, 4. and his sister
Cameron.2.

Nathan Craven, B.S.,Administration of Justice. to Megan
Dougherty,'03,
B.A.. Architecture on October 11, 2004.
Nathan is employed by Travelers Insurance in Middleboro,
Mass.. and Megan is employed

Joshua David O'Shea, on October 27, 2004, to Rachel
(Elman) O'Shea. B.A.. Psychology.and her husband Matt.
Joshua "came into the world
just in time to see the Boston

1994

1998
2002-

Dustin Alim mul
Deric B/11i11
Black. on August

3, 2005, to Tricia Bellers8/nck, 13.S.,Sori11/
and I lea/th
Ser11icr1,
111ul
herhusbmulEric.
Dustin mu! Deril-join their
ouler brother Christian, 12,
and thrirsisur Sympho,~y.7.
Red Sox win the World Series,"
Rachel said; he is joined by his
older sister Callie.
KevinChandler Roach. on April
I I, 2004, to Robert Roach.
B.A., Architecture and Andrea (May) Roach. B.A.. Social Science. Kevin joins his
older brother Brian, 4.

1995
Cooper Michael Murray, on
August 17, 2004, to Matt
Murray, B.S.,Business Administration, and Kelly (Rooney)
Murray. B.S.,Psychology.Cooper joins his older brother
Owen.
Charlotte Lindsay Illingworth,
on August 4, 2005, to Scott
Illingworth, B.S.,Construction
Managementand his wife Kathy.
Charlotte was welcomed by her
older sister Virginia,3.
Wynter Rose Simack, on February 14, 2005, to Gregory
Simack, B.A..Historic Preservation. and Raina Robins, B.S.,
Environmental Engineering.
Wynter was welcomed by her
older brother Jack, 2.

1996
Kieran James Schug. on September 27, 2004, to Stacey
(Haas) Schug, B.A..Art, and
her husband Dennis. Kieran
joins his older sister Parker, 4.

1997
Emma Francis Morandi, on
November 13. 2004, to Peter
Morandi, B.S., Construction
Management, and Donna
(Parisi) Morandi, B.S., Paralegal Studies. Emma joins her
brother William, 3.
Austin Patrick and Tyler Matthew Soucy. on April 20, 2005,
to David Soucy.B.S..Business
Management, and his wife
Marie. Austin andTyler are the
couple's first children.

Tyler James and Sierra Rose
Kinne, on May 13, 2004, to
Marney (Hall) Kinne. B.S..
Marine Biology, and her husband Mark.Tyler and Sierra are
the couple's first children.

I
I

Samantha Riley Mudry. on
June 7. 2005, to Michael
Mudry, B.S.. Administration of
Justice. and Kerry (Walsh)
Mudry, B.A.,Communications.
Samantha is the couple's first
child.

Deaths

1949
William Phinney.AS., Business Administration,
died
July 16, 2005. He was the husband of Margery B.Phinney.Mr.
Phinney was the manager of
the Life and Health Group
departments at Starkweather
and Shepley for more than 20
years, before retiring in I98 I.
Besides his wife.he leaves a son,
Craig.a daughter, Elizabeth.and
several grandchildren.

1959
Sigmund Hencler,A.S .. Engineering Technology, died April
I 5. 2005. He was the husband
of the late Daniela Hender and
the husband of Janet Hender.
He worked as an engineer for
34 years before retiring in
1989. Besides his wife, he
leaves a son.Andrew, a daughter. Elizabeth, and three grandchildren.
John Newsham, B.S.. EngineeringTechnology,died May9,
2005. He was the husband of
Patricia Newsham. He was
employed by Narragansett
Electric for 4S years before
retiring. He was a veteran of
the Korean War, earning a
Bronze Battle Star and a Combat Infantryman's Badge. Besides his wife. he is survived by
five daughters, Diane Baum,
Elizabeth Newsham, Ann Marie
Patterson, Patricia Garufi. and
Christine Patricca; three sons.
Stephen.Peter.and Paul;and 23
grandchildren.

1973
Antonio Esteves, B.S., Civil
Engineering Technology, died
March 7, 2005. He was the

husband of Mary Esteves, and
the son of Florentine Esteves.
He was employed by Skanska
USA before retiring in 2004. He
was previously employed by
Gilbane Building Company for
ten years. Besides his wife and
mother, he leaves a daughter,
Dawn Clever; a son. Anthony;
a brother. John; three sisters.
Donna Larrson, Deborah Wine
and Olga Esteves: and several
nieces and nephews.

1978
John Medeiros, B.S.Architecture, died April 23, 2005. He
was the husband
Lydia
Medeiros. He was employed by
the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
He fought in World War II and
received five medals. Besides
his wife.he leaves a son.John.a
daughter. Patricia Viera, three
grandchildren
and several
nieces and nephews.

1980
Michael Umbriano, B.S.,Architecture, died March 29,
2005. He was the husband of
Judith Umbriano. He worked

as an engmeer for the St.ate of
Rhode Island before retmng m
1994. Besides his wife, he
leaves two brothers. Paul and
Matthew: four sons, Michael.
Steven, Paul and David: two
daughters. Donna D'Aless10
and Lara Cherone: and seven
grandchildren.

1985
Brian Beckius, B.S.. Manne biology, June 24. 2005. He wa.s
the husband of Gretchen
(Ebelt) Beck;us,'82 B.5.. Marine Biology.and the son of Barbara Ludko Beckius Raymond.
He was a high school science
teacher and swim coach at
Edwin O Smith High School in
Conn. He also worked parttime as a lifeguard supervisor
at Eastern Point Beach Park in
Conn.
Brian was an avid
UCONN Husky fan. traveling
to Tampa. Fla.. to witness their
first men's NCAA basketball
championship. Besides his wife
and mother. he is survived by
his daughter Sarah: two brothers. Robert and Bruce: his stepmother Ramona: and several
nieces and nephews.

Alum ScoresYoungArchitectsAward
1991-

F. Michael Ayles has

won rhis year's American Institute
of Archirccrs Young Archirecrs
Award, presenred annually co individuals licensed for IO years or
less who have made exceptional
""1
contriburions
ro the profession
-~
and displayed significanc leader:,,r'J ,
ship abiliries.
.
.
Ayles, who is direcror of operations ar the arch1recrural firm of Anrinozzi Associates in Stratford, Conn., was honored for his ongoing
advocacy on behalf of young architects.
Ayles has worked, on both local and national levels of the Am~rican lnsrirure of ArchirectS, co iniriare
and en~ance 1nre_rn and m~ncor programs for young
people mteresred 111careers 111 arch1tecrure.
arionally,
he served on the Inrern/Associare Committee and was
rhe 2004 Chair of the Young Archireccs Forum.
~I ~f us at the ~rm ~re very proud of his achie\'emenr, said Paul Annnozz1, president of rhe firm where
Ayle~ has been a member since 1994. "Mike has put
considerable effort inm_addressing_issues faced by young
people who a~e launch111g career_s 111 architecture, helping to establish programs for interns and associates
throughout the nation. Locally, he was instrumental in
the success of the Antinozzi Continuing Education prog~rn, which offers high school srudents an opporru~~~c:~,;xplorc our field and gain some hands-on expeAntinozzi Associates is a leader in archirecrure and
i~teri_or ~esi$n services for _governmenr and scare agencies, msncunons, corporations and service businesses.
~he firm ~as been providing clients with innovative des~~n solu~tons a~1d_superior personal service for 40 years.
l_ e firm~ ~red1cs 1!1~l_udeeducational, religious, financial, mu111c1palfacilmes and specialty environments.
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June Johnson. B.S.. Business

1998 & 2004

Management. died March 9.
2005. She was the wife of the

Gregory Bolden.B.S.,Criminal Justice, M.S., Criminal Jus-

late Jerry Johnson. She was

tice.died May24.2005. He was
the father of Darryn and Bran-

employed by the Town of Cov-

entry, R.L,as both town clerk

don, and the son of Faith Skinner and George Bolden. He
was employed by the City of
Providence as a police officer

and clerk until her retirement
1n 1993. She leavesa son.Joel;

a daughter, Janet Hopwood:
three brothers, Robert.Walter
and Peter Reynolds; four sisters, Patricia Smith, Agnus
McNally, Diana Credle and
Mary Ducra;four grandchildren
and a great-grandchild.

around the state. Besides his
sons and parents. he leaves a
brother. George. Jr.: a grandmother, Ruth Tomlin; his stepfather Carl Skinner; his stepmother Nancy Bolden; his
former wife Gail; and several
nieces and nephews.

for the past 18 years. Gregory

2002

was very involved with his
community and hosted a gospel radio show on Saturday
mornings that was heard

Brian Simon, S.S., Criminal
Justice.April 25. 2005. He was
the son of Sharon and Bruce
Simon. He was employed by

the Danbury, Conn., Police
Department.and previously by
the Narragansett, R.I.. Police
Department. Brian was an avid
fisherman and hockey player.
Besides his parents, he is survived by his sister, Kim Alch;his
grandparents, William and
Norma George; his niece Jordan Alch; and several aunts,
uncles and cousins.

2005. He was the son of Anita
and William Manuck. He was a
sales representative
for
Hersey-Meters. Jeffrey loved
to golf, fish.play drums, and was
an avid athlete at both the high
school and college levels. Besides his parents, he is survived
by two sisters, Julie and
Kathryn Manuck; his grandmother, Irene Graph; and several aunts, uncles and cousins.

2004
Jeffrey Manuck, S.S.,Business
Management,M.S.,died May 4,

Whether you are a srudem, alum,
facultyor staff member,you can be a
pan of this spt."Cial
undertaking by
contributing your photographs,
memories,essays and story ideas- to
help us build a kind of oral and visual
history that captures that lifeand
spirit of your alma mater. Did you
havea fuvoriceprofessoryouOloveto
sec profiled?Specialmemoriestied to
the University?A classroom,athletic
or dub experiencelhat you'll never
forget?Rcnecrionson the changes the
Universityhas seen?Let us know!
If you have a great idea for a
persona.Iessay,give us a call. If

you're not a writer but have a
great story idea, share it and we
may develop it into a feature.
Whether you were a student five,
ten, 25 or 50 years ago - or even
if you're just finishing your first
semester as a new freshman, WE
WANTTO HEARFROMYOU!
To get involved, please call
or write Michael M. Bowden,
Publications Editor, Department
of Marketing & Communications, Roger Williams Universiry,
One Old Ferry Road, Brisrol, RI
02809-2921. Telephone: (401)
254-388 I. Fax (401) 254-3 I 85.
E-mail: mbowden@rwu.edu

__________

Year of Graduation/Major ________

_____________

Is this a new address? D yes D no

Home phon.,_e
________

Stare__

consensus on many important

_

Zip ________

_

Work phone _______

_

E-mail address
Present job ride and company name _________________________

_

Company address
Here's my news for "Class Notes": _________________________

Return to: The Bridge, Office of Alumni Relations, Roger Williams University,
One Old Ferry Road, Bristol, RI 02809-2921.
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2005

his testimony before the Senate this September, the new Chief
Justice of the United States Supreme Court, John G.
Roberts, portrayed himself as a "modest and humble" judge who
sees rhe role of the judiciary as interpreting the law, nor making it.
While this image is somewhat at odds with the ofren strident and

As Rehnquisr's former law clerk, Roberrs already has some
As Chief
he will preside over a sharply divided Court where building

Address
Ciry

ith his opening statement and throughout

insight into the internal dynamics of the Supreme Court.

Now that you know what's new al Roger Williams University,we'd like to know what's new with you! Have you
recently changed jobs or been promoted? Have you gotten married or started a family? Please take a moment co fill out
this fonn a.nd return it to the address below, e-mail us at alumni@rwu.edu, or submit your information online at
hnp://www.rwu.edu/alumni. Photographs are encouraged and welcomed, though not all can be used due to editorial
a.ndspace limitations. Electronic copies should be e-mailed to The Brit!gear mbowden@rwu.edu. If you send a hard
copy that you want renamed after publication, pleaseinclude a self-addressedstamped envelope.Thank you!
Name

W

HASSEL, AssocIAn

Reagan Administration, Roberts- previously a judge on the U.S. Courr
of Appeals for the District of Columbia - assured the senators and the
nation that he had no ideological agenda and that, if confirmed as Chief
Justice, he would approach each case with an open mind.
Chief Justice Roberts' skilled presentation of himself and his
views during the four days of hearings ensured what was, even
before the hearings began, a likely confirmation as the seventeenth
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
As successor to Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist, Roberts
will rake on rhe leadership of the Supreme Court, and will
probably assume a place similar to that of Rehnquist on rhe
conservative wing of the Court.

Call for Stories, Photos, Mementoes and Ideas for a Special
50th Anniversary Issue of The Bridge
You Can Help.'

Bv D1ANA

seemingly politically driven memos he wrote as a young lawyer in the

Be a Part of RWU History!
This corning year marks the 50th
anniversary ol Roger Williams
Universi1y.During 1har time. the
institution has grown from Rhode
Island's first junior college into a
Universiry wirh more than 5,000
srndcms from across the country
and around the world, and
programs ranging from certificates
for working professionals to law
and gradua,e degrees.
To celebrate, The Bridgeis
planning a special 50'h Anniversary
keepsake issue, filled with
reflections on the pas,, as well as a
celebration of today and the
promise of tomorrow.

On the FutureRobertsSupremeCourt

_

issues will be difficult. He will not

PROFESSOROF

LAw

criminalize abortion, one might interpret Roberts' scatemenc.s as
indicating some support for che holding in Roe.

Chief Justice Roberts also emphasized rhe importance of stare
decisis - rhe doctrine that a court should adhere to the principles
established in previously decided cases in order to provide stability
and predictability in the law. Roberts described the overruling of
precedent as a "jolt to the legal system" that should be avoided when
possible. Precedents such as Roe v. \¼de are, according Roberts,
entitled to respect as established law. Again these general sentiments
were perhaps reassuring to chose who fear che overruling of Roe v.

W0-deor other recent cases establishing individual rights.

Less controversially, Chief Justice Roberrs made clear that he
thought Brown v. Board, rhe case holding that racial segrega1ion in
public schools violated the Equal Protection Cla,1se, was correctly
decided. Roberts also doubted rhar a case such as Korematsu v.
United States, allowing the internment of Japanese-Americans
during World War II, would have the same outcome today. Bue on
issues char cur closer to current concerns - such as abortion and
the scope of constitutional guarantees of privacy - Robercs
declined to opine.
He did, however, insist rhac he did nor adhere to "originalism"
as rhe only appropriate

method of constirurional

Original ism is a method of interpreting

incerpretarion.

rhe Consrirution

chat

only run rhe conferences in which the justices discuss the cases

looks to the original understanding

before them and manage other aspects of the Supreme Court's

modern interpretation.

workload, buc he will also direct the administration

language used by the framers in some clauses of the Constirucion

and inAuence

the policy of the entire federal judiciary.
In his testimony, Chief Justice Roberts skillfully dodged rhe
Senators' attempts to pin him down on any issue likely to come
before the Court or on 1ecenr decisions of the Court. His evasive
testimony, combined with a dearth of prior decisions as a federal
judge, makes any attempt to predict his future decisions on the
Court difficult. On a few topics however, Roberts gave some hints
of his approach to constitutional interpretation.
Perhaps most significantly, he embraced the concept of a
constitutionally based right of privacy, and specifically agreed with
the Supreme Court's 40-year-old decision char rhe Due Process
Clause of the 14th Amendment included a right of privacy that
prevents the government from prohibiting the use of contraception
by a married couple. Roberts declined to make clear what other
privacy rights - such as che right to control one's death, or the right
to choose an abortion - were included in his understanding of the
concept of privacy. However, as the right to privacy is the underpinning of Roe v. Wade, the case limiting a state's ability to

of the framers as guidance for

Roberts maintained

such as reasonableness in the 4th Amendment
the 5th Amendment

char the broad
-

and due process in

- gave license to succeeding generations

ro

inrerprer those clauses in light of changing conditions.

The appointment of Chief Justice Roberts to rhe Supreme
Court never became widely controversial because of his superb
credentials and his masterful, even-tempered
Senate.

His appointment

testimony before che

as successor to Chief Justice Rehnquist is

also unlikely to airer rhe balance of the Court. A larger barrle mav
well loom during confirmation hearings to replace retiring Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor, who was often a swing vore on social
issues. The outlines of rhe furnre Roberts Court will nor come into
clearer focus until this important second seat is filled. [Nore: The
White House had just 11omi11atedjudge Samuel A. Ali to, Jr., as The
Bridge went to press - Ed.]
Diana Hassel is an associate professor oflnw at Roger \'(Ii/Iiams
University Schoof of Law. Her areas of expertise include consritutional
b1w, civil rights, trial advocncy and appellate advocacy.
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A highlight of I lomccoming and Family Weekend 2005 was special guesr speaker Soledad O'Brien, co-anchor of CNN's A111ericn11
1\lomi11g,who spoke on rhc imporrance of fostering divcrsiry. See full srory in University News.
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